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ABSTRACT
We explore how agents’ participation in multi-party relationships shapes power dynamics within and across organizations. Drawing on an in-depth qualitative study of an inter-organizational consulting project, we examine how conditions of novelty and ambiguity lead to discursive tensions on multi-party engagements. Actions undertaken by agents on a consulting project take place in several overlapping institutional contexts at the same time: the field of management consulting, the client’s organization, and the consulting organization. These multiple contexts may provide inconsistent norms and expectations for guiding interaction on the project, thus producing discursive conflict. Clients and consultants will attempt to resolve these tensions while also trying to increase their party’s influence on the project. This situation creates opportunities for marginalized agents to change their conditions by drawing on alternative discursive resources from diverse institutional contexts. These agents may make discursive moves that deviate from established norms and expectations within their own organizations. When such discursive moves succeed and are accepted by others, they can reconfigure existing power dynamics within the agents’ organization, while simultaneously renegotiating power relations on the joint project. We develop a theoretical framework that articulates how engagement of alternative discursive resources can transform power relations within and across organizations.
Modern organizational practice involves a large number of multi-party relationships where members from diverse organizations work together on joint projects (Clegg & Courpasson, 2004). Researchers have highlighted the importance of power relations that arise on these kinds of inter-organizational projects as agents negotiate a variety of interests, identities, and interpretations to engage in shared interactions (Hardy, Lawrence, & Grant, 2005; Maguire, Hardy, & Lawrence, 2004). When such multi-party relationships involve novelty (e.g., unknown participants, new technologies, or unfamiliar domains), power relations become even more salient because novelty generates ambiguity (that is, multiple interpretations, contradictions, or disagreements about boundaries, principles, or solutions (Alvesson, 1993; Weick, 1987)). The inherent ambiguity of novel situations creates openings for the reconfiguration of power relations and status hierarchies, particularly when multiple claims for legitimacy co-exist (Ridgeway & Berger, 1986). Ambiguity is amplified when the agents participating in the multi-party endeavor encompass varying degrees of experience (e.g., newcomers and old-timers) or diverse expertise.

Research has examined the role of power in institutional change (Leblebici, Salancik, Copay, & King, 1991; Seo & Creed, 2002), group interaction (Lau & Murnighan, 2005; Sell, Lovaglia, Mannix, Samuelson, & Wilson, 2004; Tjosvold, Andrews, & Struthers, 1991), and individual identities and reputations (Knights & Willmott, 1989; Krackhardt, 1990). Yet, power dynamics within and across communities and organizations have been under-theorized by the organizational literature (Contu & Willmott, 2003; Hardy & Clegg, 1996). Moreover, the processes through which power relations are negotiated in groups with potentially conflicting status claims is also poorly understood (Berger, Balkwell, Norman, & Smith, 1992).

Our purpose in this paper is to address these gaps in the literature. We conducted an in-depth field study of a novel, multi-party consulting engagement involving an Internet professional services firm (Eserve) and one of its clients, a publishing company (Pubco).\(^1\) Consulting engagements typically involve extensive negotiation and considerable tension, and as such, they offer a particularly valuable window

---

\(^1\) Names of organizations, their members, titles, products, and technology applications have been disguised.
into multi-party power dynamics (Clegg, Kornberger, & Rhodes, 2004; Czarniawska & Mazza, 2003; Elkjaer, Flensburg, Mouritsen, & Willmott, 1991; Sabherwal, 2003). These dynamics are likely to be even more acute in the context of novelty, and the Eserve-Pubco consulting engagement entailed at least two forms of novelty: novel relations (Eserve and Pubco had not collaborated with each other before and only two out of ten Eserve team members had worked together before); and novel domains (Eserve had no experience in the publishing industry, while Pubco had no experience developing integrated Internet-based systems). We examined two primary research questions in our study: how do the everyday actions of participating agents shape power relations on their novel joint project?; and how do these power dynamics influence agents’ power positions within their distinct organizations (the Eserve and Pubco organizations respectively)?

Clegg et al. (2004: 36) note that “consulting is first and foremost a linguistic activity—a discursive practice through which realities are enacted.” Discourse, as many scholars have suggested (Foucault, 1980; Hardy & Phillips, 2004), is inseparable from power. We thus adopted a discursive lens to address our research questions, focusing specifically on how participants communicated with each other. Researchers of power and status in task groups have observed that alternative power structures may come into conflict in heterogeneous settings (e.g., the status of an expert woman versus that of an non-expert man) (Ridgeway & Berger, 1986). Focusing on discourse helped us shed some light on the long-standing open question of how agents negotiate power relations in settings with conflicting status claims.

Based on our study, we articulate a theoretical framework that proposes more generally that in conditions of novelty and ambiguity, the enactment of discursive practices may shift power positions within organizations, while also renegotiating power relations across the organizations participating in the joint project. Moreover, agents marginalized in their own organizations may have opportunities to exercise power discursively even when they do not have the apparent capacity—hierarchical authority, expert credentials, or economic resources—to do so. To the extent that these attempts are accepted by others, power relations may be shifted. Agents’ discursive actions in multi-party engagements can thus have significant implications not just for the collective endeavor (e.g., the joint project), but for their related organizations and institutional contexts more broadly.
After discussing the relevant research on discourse and power, we present our empirical findings by examining discursive practices within the Eserve-Pubco consulting engagement. We then consider the contributions and more general implications of these findings for our understanding of discourse and power in the context of multi-party engagements.

**PERSPECTIVES ON DISCOURSE AND POWER RELATIONS IN PRACTICE**

Drawing on a practice perspective, we take as our departure point the idea that power relations are produced, reproduced, and transformed through the everyday practice of agents (Bourdieu, 1977). By practices, we mean the recurrent structured activities that people perform to get their work done (Schatzki, 2005). Discursive practices refer to those aspects of practices that entail the use of language in interaction. Given our interest in power dynamics and discursive practices, we draw on Bourdieu’s theory of practice and as well as the literature on organizational discourse.

**Power Relations and Fields of Practice**

Research in both the organizational and sociological literatures has pointed out the potential for power conflicts to arise in situations when members of multiple groups or communities interact (Clegg, 1989b; Osterlund & Carlile, 2005; Pfeffer, 1983). For example, within professional communities, power tends to be associated with expertise and experience, so that when members of multiple communities interact, multiple status claims co-exist. Alternatively, in bureaucratic organizations, Weber (1978) argued that the power of structural authority is an important mechanism for integrating diverse functional groups. When several organizations participate in novel multi-party engagements a number of status hierarchies are involved and an overarching power structure is often absent, especially when such engagements are new. Power ambiguities and conflict are thus likely to be significant. Yet, little is known about how power dynamics play out in such conditions.

To understand the dynamics of power relations in multi-party engagements, we draw on Bourdieu’s practice theory (1977; 1996). Bourdieu (1996) proposes the useful analytic concept of “field of practice” to point to the diverse and nested systems of structured social relations enacted by agents in their situated practices. The social relations constituting fields are power relations, which regulate positions that agents
occupy within a particular field. Such positions reflect and reinforce various status distinctions such as organizational affiliation, hierarchical authority, tenure, gender, age, ethnicity, and so on. Besides the distinctions that agents bring to a field, there is also a set of power relations associated with the unique status distinctions produced by agents within the particular field (e.g., the distinction between experts and novices). These power relations shape agents’ capabilities and the resources they can access, thus the possibilities for their action. Bourdieu distinguishes four types of resources (capital) that agents accumulate: economic, cultural/intellectual, social (as in ties to other agents), and symbolic. Symbolic resources are distinctive in that they represent the capital that the other three types of resource can take on when their influence on a field becomes visible in the form of prestige, status, reputation, titles, etc. Power relations are a form of social structure, produced and reproduced through the everyday practices of field members (Clegg, 1989a; Giddens, 1984). In many cases, these structures become institutionalized within organizations and inter-organizational fields, as they guide action without invoking much reflection by the agents (DiMaggio & Powell, 1983).

Agents’ participation in a particular field both ties them together through their pursuit of a collective endeavor and divides them based on their different attainments of common stakes. Bourdieu (1996) argues that tenure (and the associated interest in sustaining this distinction) is a central source of power within a field. This is the source of power most emphasized by scholars studying communities of practice: these communities strongly differentiate old-timers (masters) from newcomers (apprentices) (Contu & Willmott, 2003; Lave & Wenger, 1991). Bourdieu emphasizes, however, that there are multiple sources of power within fields and that agents can draw on distinctions and resources from the variety of fields in which they participate. The nested nature of power relations produced by agents’ positions within multiple fields is critical to understanding this process. As agents from diverse fields come together, they can draw on their positions in one field in an attempt to shift power relations in another field. Other practice theorists (e.g., Giddens, 1984) have similarly noted that membership in multiple communities gives rise to a capacity to transform power structures within certain communities. Yet, empirical accounts of this transformative process, and its enactment in novel and ambiguous conditions, are still scarce (Hardy & Clegg, 1996).
Power Relations and Discursive Practices

Bourdieu argues that the power to produce discourse constitutes symbolic capital and affords an important means of shaping social reality (Bourdieu & Thompson, 1991). In organizations, discourse includes a complex array of texts such as job titles, policies, procedures, and methodologies (Phillips, Lawrence, & Hardy, 2004). Adopting a view that discourse is “situated symbolic action” (Heracleous & Marshak, 2004), we can see how shaping and reshaping such texts through discursive practices constitutes the core of organizational life (Weick, 1987). This is especially the case in management consulting where discourse is the primary means through which work is performed.

Organizational scholars have illustrated the value of focusing on discursive practices and their transformation as a way of understanding power relations (Hardy & Clegg, 1996; Hardy & Phillips, 2004). For example, Hardy et al. (2004: 300) note that discourse “constitutes power relations by holding in place meanings associated with concepts, objects, and subject positions, which distribute power and privileges among actors.” Because discourse inevitably involves internal tensions, inconsistencies, and contradictions, it constitutes the discursive space for both the contestation and negotiation of power. Discourse is thus never able to totally determine social reality, as “agents can act self-interestedly and work towards discursive change that privileges their interests and goals” (2004: 300).

While these accounts argue persuasively that power relations may be challenged and transformed through discourse, they do not explain how and why such transformations occur at the nexus of organizations, particularly in situations involving novelty and ambiguity. What is the source of challenges and alternatives to institutionalized discursive practices? How do the power positions of different agents shape their purposes and capabilities in changing the established discourse, in which ways, and with what consequences? We turn now to the concept of genre, which provides a useful tool for understanding and analyzing change in discursive practices within organizations.

Genres

Like the notion of script (Barley, 1986), move (Pentland, 1992), or routine (Feldman & Pentland, 2003) genre is a concept used to describe what people do in practice, specifically, their discursive
practices. Orlikowski and Yates define genres as “socially recognized types of communicative actions—
such as memos, meetings, expense forms, training seminars—that are habitually enacted by members of a
community to realize particular social purposes” (1994: 542). Some of these communicative actions
involve sequences of interrelated genres (e.g., a meeting may involve presentation and discussion genres)
referred to as a genre system (Bazerman, 1995). The concept of genre highlights the recurrent and situated
nature of discursive practices, and provides robust methodological tools for studying the production,
reproduction, and change of discourse. For example, in studying the electronic discourse of a group of
computer scientists, Orlikowski and Yates (1994) identified the repertoire of genres enacted by the
participants over time and showed how these discursive actions reflected their collective purposes as well
as the shared norms and relations of their occupational community.

The concept of genre offers a number of analytic advantages for our purposes as compared to other
related concepts. In particular, the concept of “script” (Goffman, 1967) points to the importance of micro-
level discursive interaction, but does not emphasize the significance of the practice in question being
socially recognized by actors. For example, the scripts analyzed in Barley (1986) were not forms of
interaction recognized by the participants, but rather patterns identified by the researcher. The notion of
“move” (Goffman, 1981; Pentland, 1992), in turn, emphasizes intentionality and is focused on
individuals’ actions towards other people or objects. We use it to discuss specific discursive moves
initiated by particular actors. However, the concept is not sufficient in describing interaction among actors
as it unfolds over time and involves multiple moves and countermoves—a central aspect of multi-party
projects and thus our analysis. Finally, the widely used concept of “routine” is not centered on discursive
interaction. It has also been operationalized in various ways and at different levels, and does not offer a
consistent methodological approach for analyzing discursive practices (Pentland & Feldman, 2005).

In their more recent work, Orlikowski and Yates (2002) argue that genres are recurrently enacted
structures that serve as institutionalized templates for social interaction, and, as such, are discursive
resources that shape expectations about discursive practices. Agents involved in enacting genres such as
team meetings or academic reviews have expectations about the roles they and others play in the process,
the reasons for engaging in the activity, the forms of the texts to be produced, the timing and location of
the communications, as well as the actual sequence of discursive moves (actions taken by a given agent to shape discourse) involved. Genres have implications for power relations in that their enactment reveals who may or may not initiate or receive certain genres, when or where they may or may not be performed, and how. As Yates and Orlikowski (2007) note, “When enacted, genres represent forms of what Schryer (2002) calls symbolic power, serving to both enable and constrain types of interaction and modes of engagement.” Control over genre enactment is thus an exercise of power.

While prior genre studies have focused on how genres afford collaboration and discursive change (Kryder, 1999; Orlikowski & Yates, 1994; Yates, Orlikowski, & Okamura, 1999), here we examine how the enactment of genres reproduces and transforms power relations. For example, the enactment of an academic review genre system may be seen as a discursive practice coordinating the group of academics engaged in improving the quality of research papers, but also as a structure differentiating them into multiple roles (editors, reviewers, and authors) with distinct interests, discursive resources, and power relations.

In this paper we are interested in how agents’ competencies in and control over genre enactment shapes power relations on novel multi-party projects, and how these in turn influence their power positions within their distinct organizations. We address these questions in the context of a longitudinal and in-depth field study of a consulting engagement.

RESEARCH SETTINGS AND METHODS

The consulting project we studied involved an Internet consulting firm (Eserve) and one of its clients (Pubco), interacting over a number of months to develop a web-based strategy for Pubco, as well as build the website to support this new initiative. Before describing our research methods, we provide an overview of each setting and its corresponding power relations, formulated on the basis of an intensive nine month field study.

Eserve

At the time of the study, in late 1999 and early 2000, Eserve was a young, rapidly-growing professional services firm engaged in end-to-end production of Business to Consumer (B2C) applications. It was enjoying what its CEO called “a riding wave” of demand for Internet consulting services and turning
away clients because it could not cope with the demand. Historically, Eserve had its roots in technology development. It then added strategic consulting services by hiring MBAs and management consultants (collectively referred to as “strategists” at Eserve), and in mid-1997, in response to competition from interactive advertising agencies, it further expanded into graphical design and marketing by hiring specialists in these areas (referred to as “designers”). Tenure in the firm was rewarded through quick promotions. Outside industry experience, unless it was in the “web space,” was largely discounted.

During the first six months of 2000, Eserve grew from 400 to 700 employees. During this period of rapid change, Eserve management promoted the organic growth of the firm and the integration of three professional “disciplines” (technology, strategy, and design) as its key competitive advantage:

Real innovation is at the intersection of disciplines. Culture is the key — collaboration, sharing, mutual respect. This is easy to start, but hard to scale. [Eserve CEO, public speech, 03-2000]

To accommodate this expansion and facilitate integration, Eserve employees (or “Eservers”) were located in an open space environment where newcomers could learn from the old-timers through frequent interaction at desks, in the kitchen, and by the pool table.

The primary status distinction producing a unique set of power relations at Eserve was that between newcomers (recently hired Eserve employees) and old-timers (officially termed “Eserve-experienced” employees), who had typically been with Eserve for more than nine months, who knew the web, were fluent in Eserve’s vocabulary and methodology, and understood Eserve’s history and collaborative ethos. This distinction was further reinforced by professional differences as many of the technology and strategy consultants had joined Eserve earlier, while most of the graphical designers were relative newcomers. At the same time, many old-timers were what the industry referred to as “Renaissance people,” individuals with varied interests and skills who could do technical development while also understanding the principles of graphic design. Not surprisingly, strategists and old-timer technologists occupied key leadership positions on projects and in the firm.

These distinctions of tenure and profession were first made visible through Eserve’s recruitment practices. Eserve sought young candidates (late twenties, early thirties), who knew the web space, could think on their feet in difficult consulting situations, and who had elite educational backgrounds. As the
company could not grow by only hiring “Renaissance people” (there were too few of them), newcomers were typically specialized in a particular functional domain. Applicants underwent three rounds of intensive interviews, a process that eliminated most candidates. Only a “select few” were hired.

Once hired, new recruits were enrolled in the three-week New Hire Training Program (NHTP), which was, in the organizers’ words, “an education, training, and enculturation” program where old-timers explained Eservé’s methodology and culture (“the Eservé way”), and shared “war stories” about the early days at Eservé. Newcomers learned that Eservé’s methodology specified three phases: (i) a Planning phase that defined strategic initiatives and conceptual requirements for a proposed website; (ii) a Prototyping phase that detailed the website’s functional requirements and technical architecture, and developed a prototype of it; and (iii) a Development phase that produced code for the website and then implemented it in the client organization. At the end of the NHTP, newcomers participated in a “mini-project” to get some practical experience using the Eservé methodology.

Professional distinctions were readily apparent in the NHTP content. Organizational culture and strategy topics dominated the agenda and only four out of several dozen sessions were devoted to technical and design topics. Most of the company leaders who spoke at NHTP were strategists. They emphasized that what differentiated Eservé from traditional IT or management consulting firms was its “truly collaborative approach” in working with clients. To this end, Eservé asked clients to nominate a core team of relevant business and IT managers who would commit 40% of their time to the project. While clients’ business expertise was valued, Eservé’s approach assumed that clients knew little about the web space and needed to be “guided” through Eservé’s website development methodology.

Pubco

Pubco was the educational book division of a traditional, multi-divisional publishing company. It had strong hierarchical and functional distinctions characteristic of this mature industry (Epstein, 2001). Discursive practices, identities, and roles were well-established, standardized, and widely documented (Epstein, 2001; Korda, 1999). Seniority was heavily associated with tenure in the industry, which was, in turn, associated with age. The primary functional distinction in the publishing field was that between the
Editorial & Production staff and the Sales & Marketing staff. Authors and illustrators dealt primarily with the former, while booksellers and consumers interacted with the latter. The tension between these two groups was well-known in the publishing industry (Epstein, 2001), and typically involved differences over editorial control vs. marketing deadlines and budgets.

Unlike many of its competitors, Pubco was distinguished by the dominance of editorial staff in key managerial positions, and this was also reflected in Pubco’s efforts to develop a brand around quality rather than sales volumes. Technologists tended to be on the periphery of things at Pubco. In recent years, however, and particularly with the development of educational technology, Pubco’s IT and web groups grew in size and responsibility. The IT group supported the finance, sales, and marketing functions as well as the processes of book production and distribution. The web group supported the editorial development of books, producing individual websites for specific books.

By the late 1990s, Pubco had a website that had been built in an *ad hoc* fashion over time, and which consequently lacked an overarching brand strategy as well as navigational and content coherence. In the second half of 1999, Pubco’s top executive—under pressure from the Sales & Marketing staff—concluded that Pubco needed a strategic website that would target a wider audience of consumers and enhance Pubco’s brand in the marketplace. There was both a sense of competitive necessity and emerging opportunity to create an integrated website rapidly. As a senior Pubco executive noted in an interview:

> Basically, we have crashed into the “Web wall.” And I think we have been spending a lot of time and money on developing materials for the Web, but we understood that our knowledge is limited. [Pubco executive, interview, 3-2000]

This realization prompted the senior management team at Pubco to start looking for an external partner to help with its strategic web integration project, eventually selecting Eserve. Typically, Pubco hired consultants in technical, marketing, and graphical design areas when needed to supplement its staff. Most such consultants were viewed as “a necessary evil,” and Pubco’s senior managers generally complained about arrogant consultants who were paid too much. They insisted that Pubco’s business was complex and that consultants needed to respect Pubco’s expertise in it. The same viewpoint was extended to Eserve, as one Pubco manager observed about her early conversations with Eserve consultants:
I tried to make it clear to Eserve that if they do not get an understanding quickly of who we are and how we do business, they would fail just like other consultants with whom we had worked had failed. [Senior Manager, interview, 03-2000]

The Eserve-Pubco project officially started in mid-January 2000 and involved the articulation of Pubco’s web strategy, development of a fresh design and new functionality for an integrated Pubco website, and implementation of that website. The estimated cost for the project was about 6% of Pubco’s annual operating income, and was viewed by Pubco’s senior managers as a major investment for their firm.

Data Collection and Analysis

Our research study focused on the everyday practices of Eserve, and more specifically, the Eserve-Pubco project, where participants from diverse organizational and professional backgrounds interacted to develop an integrated website. Data were collected by one of us through a longitudinal, ethnographic field study (Agar, 1980; Schwartzman, 1989; Van Maanen, 1979) involving non-participant observation and interviews from December 1999 through September 2000. Participants were told that we were interested in communication and work practices of people collaborating across boundaries. In January 2000, the field researcher attended the Eserve’s NHTP and following that joined the Eserve-Pubco project for six months of intensive observations and interactions. This project seemed most interesting because it involved a hundred year old firm in the highly institutionalized environment of publishing working with a young, dynamic firm in the emerging and unsettled environment of web-based consulting. We thus expected collaboration challenges to be particularly salient on this project. In addition to observing the Eserve-Pubco project, the field researcher continued observation of non-project related activities within Eserve, including hiring, staffing, R&D, knowledge management, formal social activities such as town hall meetings, and informal social activities such as meals, breaks, and parties.

Daily observations on the project focused on meetings and meeting preparations (Schwartzman, 1989). During the first (Planning) phase, which lasted seven weeks, the field researcher spent four days a week on the project, and in addition to ongoing observation, she conducted formal interviews (lasting from one to three hours) with participants from both Eserve (9 members) and Pubco (10 members). During the second (Prototyping) phase, she spent every other week observing the project for four days a week. Upon completion of this phase in June 2000, she conducted another round of formal interviews.
with all participants (12 at Eserve and 11 at Pubco). Two follow-up visits to the project were made at the beginning and end of the final (Development) phase.

Observations were documented as field notes and typed up daily (an average of 20 typed pages per day). These included various project activities, especially communicative events such as meetings, joint design sessions, and email exchanges. Interviews focused on participants’ interactions with others on the project, what they saw as facilitating and constraining their communication and work progress, and how they interpreted and evaluated the outcomes of various project activities. All interviews were tape-recorded and transcribed. Additional data were collected from Eserve’s personnel archive, its electronic document repository (“E-share”), the project’s email archive, and other physical and electronic project documents. Industry reports and books on Internet consulting and the publishing industry were also reviewed to inform our analysis. These data helped us form an understanding of each organization’s history, practices, and prominent distinctions. Project documents helped us triangulate interview and observational data about various communicative actions, purposes, and outcomes.

Data analysis was qualitative and involved detailed close reading of field notes, interview transcripts, and documents, which led to the development of rich descriptions of the research sites. These descriptions helped us identify key distinctions that were habitually produced and reproduced within Eserve, Pubco, and the management consulting field more generally. Some of these status distinctions were unique to each setting. For example, as noted above, being an old-timer at Eserve was a specific distinction that differentiated these agents from Eserve newcomers and agents outside Eserve. As old-timers, these agents had personal relations with the founders, had typically built the first websites that established Eserve’s reputation, and had employee numbers less than 100 (indicating they had joined Eserve in the first two years of its founding). We determined the key distinctions at Pubco through our archival analysis of the industry’s history, structure, and power relations (Epstein, 2001). We also analyzed power relations specific

---

In identifying key distinctions at Eserve and Pubco, we used a method resembling cluster analysis described by Bourdieu & Wacquant (1992: 230), which involves creating a matrix of agents and properties, and then looking for those properties of agents that best explain: (a) differences in other properties; and (b) differences in the qualitatively observed power relations. A full description of this analysis can be found in (Levina, 2001).
to Pubco, for example, observing that Pubco’s divisional CEO had risen through the editorial rather than sales or marketing ranks, an unusual career path for this industry.

In addition to assembling rich descriptions of each setting, we used several specific techniques to address our research questions. The first—genre analysis—identified and described the written and oral communicative genres and genre systems (which we will refer to generally as “genres”) evident within the management consulting field, Eserve, Pubco, and the Eserve-Pubco project. For the more mature field of management consulting, many of the typified forms of communication—such as the client-consultant project status meeting—were documented in industry books (Wickham, 2004) and understood (with some differences) by members of both Eserve and Pubco (see Table 1). In other cases, genre templates were recorded in Eserve’s online repositories, and expectations for how to enact them were briefly reviewed during NHTP. Genre expectations were also evident in interview transcripts, comments made during project interactions, and observations of repeated genre enactments. Over 50 genres and genre systems were documented in this way (Levina, 2001, pp. 247-268).

We then performed a critical genre analysis to untangle and explain how the power relations among participants on the project were being reproduced or challenged. This analysis involved examining how control over genre enactment was exercised (e.g., who set the time and location of a meeting, who was responsible for the agenda, etc.), as well as who had competence in and participated in the various genre enactments, and how. For each of the genres identified in our genre analysis, we specified the status distinctions implicated in its enactment. Tables 1 through 3 illustrate the subset of genres pertinent to our analysis here.

As we analyzed these genres, we observed that on a number of occasions there were significant differences in the way the genres were described in the official documents or talked about among old-timers, and how they were enacted in practice. While it is common to find variations in the enactment of genres (Orlikowski & Yates, 1994) and organizational routines (Feldman & Pentland, 2003), what was surprising was that agents occasionally drew on quite different (officially unacknowledged) genres to
accomplish a formally recognized communicative purpose or, alternatively, followed a well-recognized template to accomplish an unofficial purpose. Many of the differences we observed reflected ambiguities associated with enacting genres in the novel setting of the Eserve-Pubco collaboration, or involved new actors (e.g., Eserve newcomers) unfamiliar with official genres. These differences led us to make an analytical distinction between genres that were espoused (prescribed or expected) and those that were enacted (performed in practice). Figure 1 indicates institutional sources of espoused genres drawn on to enact genres in an instance of a particular novel multi-party engagement (in this case, the Eserve-Pubco project).

Distinguishing between espoused and enacted genres on the project allowed us to concentrate on those examples where significant differences between the two resulted in some discursive conflict. We identified instances of discursive conflict both in observations of interactions in the field and in the interviews. Specifically, we sought out evidence of either confusion or disagreement among agents as to which genre to follow or how to do so, as well as evidence of situations in which genres enacted by one agent (or group of agents) violated the expectations of another agent (or group of agents). In this way, we identified and analyzed 25 instances of discursive conflict evident in the first two phases of the project. Then, drawing on our critical genre analysis, we examined whether and how each instance of discursive conflict led to the renegotiation of power relations on the project and/or shifts in power positions within each organization. This allowed us to explain how discursive practices produced, reproduced, or transformed social distinctions and associated power dynamics within and across fields of practice. In the following, we first discuss those discursive practices that reproduced power relations, and then consider those practices that produced shifts in power relations.

---

3 This distinction between espoused and enacted genres parallels that between ostensive and performative routines made by Feldman & Pentland (2003). We use the espoused-enacted distinction because the notion of enactment is central to the genre lens we draw on here, and Giddens’ (1984) structuration theory on which it is based.

4 There may of course have been more instances, but these were not observed by us.
REPRODUCING POWER RELATIONS THROUGH ENACTING GENRES

We consider the reproduction of existing power relations through the enactment of genres institutionalized in three settings relevant to the Eserve-Pubco project: the management consulting field, and the organizations of Eserve and Pubco.

Management consulting field. The management consulting field is characterized by opposing and complementary roles played by clients and consultants on projects. These roles are institutionalized through standard consulting practices (Yakura, 2002). Since clients typically hire consultants to obtain access to their expertise, consultants are expected to demonstrate competency in the intellectual content of and methodological approach to the project. They are expected to establish credibility on these matters with the client. Clients, on the other hand, are typically holders of economic resources because they pay the bills. They are expected to control project costs and outcomes by setting deadlines, instituting penalties, and approving work. At the end of the day, they face the economic consequences of consultants’ recommendations (e.g., implementing the proposed initiatives)

The genres that are part of discursive practices in the management consulting field include, among others: project bid genres such as proposals, contracts, and statements of work; project planning genres such as timelines and schedules; and various meeting genres including status meetings, and client presentation preparation and delivery meetings (Wickham, 2004). By engaging in these various discursive practices, consultants and clients form expectations about each other and the way in which the project will move forward. Table 1 highlights a few prominent genres in the management consulting field and describes expectations associated with their purposes and forms. Enacting these genres helps consultants build credibility with their clients while also helping clients maintain control over economic resources on the project. For example, in the client-consultant status meeting, clients are expected to pose questions about the progress of work, while consultants are expected to respond to these queries in ways that demonstrate their competence. The discourse is often peppered with references to various “tangibles”—deliverables shown to the clients as indicators that consultants are performing as contracted, and that clients are controlling consultants’ time (Yakura, 2002). Consultants often propose changes to the work scope, suggest various solutions, and ask clients to add resources to the project or extend deadlines.
(reinforcing clients’ control over the economic resources). Clients, in turn, may (or may not) extend deadlines, allocate resources, prioritize suggestions, and approve changes.

Through the varying enactment of these genres, space for renegotiating clients’ and consultants’ institutionalized roles may open up. For example, clients may hire consultants to legitimate a strategy that has already been developed by a particular group of stakeholders (Williams, 2001). In this situation, clients will use their interactions with consultants (e.g., through the client-consultant status meeting) to shape the strategic agenda of the project and exercise control over the project’s intellectual and economic resources. In other situations, consultants may attempt to control both intellectual and economic resources by reporting more work than has been done (e.g., through the billing document genres) (Yakura, 2002).

**Eserve organization.** The key status distinctions within Eserve are those between old-timers and newcomers and those between different professional groups (strategists, technologists and designers). Through their organizational and project leadership positions, Eserve old-timers and strategists exert considerable influence over projects’ intellectual and economic resources. This influence is evident in the genres enacted on Eserve projects.

Table 2 highlights a few of these genres and describes the expectations of purpose and form associated with them. Eserve genres used highly specialized vocabulary, or what Eservers referred to as “consultant-speak” (e.g., “perform digital diagnostic” or “build audience architecture”). Most of these genres were described in the firm’s methodology and documented in E-share (Eserve’s electronic document repository). These genres were repeatedly enacted by old-timers on other Eserve projects, and taught to newcomers during the NHTP. Newcomers were also expected to ask old-timers for guidance in enacting these genres “the Eserve way.”

One of the principal genre systems in the Planning Phase involved selecting and recommending strategic initiatives to be implemented in the client organization. This genre system consisted of three key workshops—brainstorming, rationalization, and prioritization—as well as planning activities to prepare for them. Workshop planning included consultants learning about the client’s business through client

---

5 Several Eserve-Pubco project members were simultaneously participating in other projects on a part-time basis, and in their interviews they contrasted how these other projects followed the Eserve genres. Notably, these other projects involved more old-timers and were undertaken for clients with limited or no prior web experience or existing website.
interviews, competitive assessment, market profiling, and consumer surveys, and then preparing a PowerPoint presentation summarizing their findings.

The prioritization workshop preparation genre is representative of the complexity built into Eserve’s methodology. In enacting this genre, clients rank the relative importance of some fifteen prioritization criteria. Eserve members then use these ranked criteria to evaluate the initiatives generated in the brainstorming session. The resulting ratings are then run through an automated reduction algorithm that in Eserve speak, “spews out nice reports” indicating which initiatives to pursue.\(^6\) Clients then provide feedback on these results in the prioritization workshop and choose the top alternative to recommend to their steering committee.

Once the steering committee approves the recommendation and funds the Prototyping phase, Eservers and clients define and refine the system requirements. Several sub-teams are formed, with the requirements sub-teams specifying the desired features of the website, and the technology sub-teams designing and building the functional prototype. Towards the end of the Prototyping phase, Eserve technologists present their proposed technical architecture to the client. The Eserve methodology indicates that clients typically accept these proposals as they have little competence in the web space.

Through the recurrent enactment of these kinds of genres, agents reproduced the distinction between old-timers and newcomers and among professional groups within Eserve. For example, the specialized language used by old-timers made it difficult for newcomers to play an equal role on the project. Similarly, technical and design professionals were expected to implement strategists’ decisions. The enactment of these genres with clients also helped produce and reproduce the distinction between consultants and clients in the management consulting field. For example, in Eserve’s genre repertoire, it was clear that consultants were expected to play the role of web experts whose superior knowledge, experience, and methods would drive the intellectual agenda on projects.

**Pubco organization.** The key status distinctions at Pubco were between the Editorial & Production staff and the Sales & Marketing staff, and between these two staff groups and technologists. Both the web group and the IT group at Pubco were seen to be at the bottom of the food chain, with the IT

---

\(^6\) While Eserve relied on a proprietary piece of software to implement its prioritization technique, tools for such prioritization are widely available (e.g., [http://www.prioritysystem.com/tools.html](http://www.prioritysystem.com/tools.html)).
group reporting to the VP of Finance, and the web group reporting to Editorial & Production. In all of these groups, tenure in the publishing industry roughly corresponded to organizational status, with more senior people holding higher organizational positions. On occasion, technology managers worked with outside IT consultants on specific tasks, giving them explicit directions on what to do and how to do it. Pubco engaged in many cross-functional projects, the most important of which centered on producing books. Given the prominence of quality book production in Pubco, the Editorial & Production staff dominated the cross-functional meetings held to coordinate work on these projects.

The genres around website development enacted within Pubco differed across the two staff groups. Table 3 highlights a few of these genres and describes their purpose and form expectations. The Editorial & Production budget included resources for implementing websites for books, which the web group was expected to implement within the bounds of Pubco’s existing technical capabilities. In contrast, the Sales & Marketing staff did not have a budget for technology initiatives, and were required to negotiate funding for their web initiatives with the Finance VP.

The IT director also had to negotiate with the Finance VP about upgrades to the IT platform and architecture. Such discussions typically involved the Finance VP insisting that Pubco lacked resources to satisfy all of the IT group’s technical requests and that requests from Sales & Marketing needed to take priority. One of the emblematic features of Pubco meetings about technology was the assumption that business people do not understand or care about the technical details of IT systems and that they trust IT people to make the right technical decisions for them.

Through the recurrent enactment of their genres, Pubco agents habitually reproduced both hierarchical and professional distinctions characterizing their organization. The Editorial & Production staff had an easier time getting their web requests approved and implemented as compared to the Sales & Marketing staff. Requests were communicated hierarchically. Finally, in their relations with external IT consultants, Pubco technologists aimed to control both intellectual and economic resources, issuing numerous directives to consultants and expecting their compliance.
SHIFTING POWER RELATIONS THROUGH ENACTING GENRES

Enactment of the genres discussed above typically reproduced key distinctions and reinforced power relations within and across Eserve and Pubco. On occasion, however, the expectations associated with the espoused genres were not realized in the enacted genres, and the discursive departures afforded a shift in power relations within and across the organizations. These departures from habitual enactment were most apparent during instances of discursive conflict, and they arose when agents disagreed or were confused about what genres to enact, when they had insufficient expertise to enact genres as prescribed, or when they could demonstrate to others that alternative genres helped their party address a difficult project situation. Tables 4 and 5 summarize our analysis of the 25 discursive conflicts experienced by participants during the Eserve-Pubco project.

We discuss two specific examples of such discursive conflicts to explore more fully how the nonconforming enactment of certain genres shifted power relations in different contexts. The first example—*strategic initiative selection*—is from the Planning phase of the project, while the second example—*technical architecture selection*—occurred in the Prototyping phase. We pick these two examples from those described in Tables 4 and 5 because they provide the most vivid illustration of significant power shifts within Eserve and Pubco. These examples were used along with the other discursive conflicts described in Tables 4 and 5 to generate the theoretical framework we articulate in the Discussion section.

Strategic initiative selection example. The Planning phase of the Eserve-Pubco project was launched in January 2000. Eserve's sales pitch emphasized that Eserve had both the methodology and the experienced consultants (who would constitute at least 60% of the team) to address issues of technology, strategy, and branding. Reviewing Eserve's Planning phase methodology gave the Pubco senior managers confidence that Eserve had a systematic and innovative approach to web development projects, and the expertise to deliver on it. As a result, Pubco’s top executive instructed all Pubco team members to follow the Eserve methodology so as to “ensure a creative and collaborative solution.” Eserve was thus expected to take an active role in defining Pubco’s web strategy and not simply implement Pubco’s ideas (as was the norm for Pubco’s relations with consultants).
At the time of launching the Planning Phase, a staff shortage at Eserve (triggered by the firm’s rapid growth) led to the Eserve team only including three half-time Eserve old-timers. Table 6 summarizes the Eserve-Pubco team composition for the phases of the project that we studied. When the Eserve team assembled, members quickly realized that while they were expected to follow the Eserve methodology “sold” to clients, most of them had little competence in it outside of a two-hour training session in NHTP. This was of particular concern to the three strategy consultants—Adam, Cherry, and Nicole—who had a key role in delivering the Planning phase of the project. All three were Eserve newcomers and had virtually no prior web consulting experience.

Insert Table 6 about here

Eserve’s project manager, Bob, was also an Eserve newcomer. With several years of management consulting experience and an MBA degree from a prestigious school, he was expected to “stretch” into the project manager role and quickly learn how to manage projects “the Eserve way.” Frank, the client partner, was the most seasoned Eserver on the team. He was a devoted Eserver, often mentioning with pride that his employee number at Eserve was below 50. Frank insisted that it was important for others on the team to learn and follow Eserve’s methodology. At the same time, like many experienced Eservers during this period of firm growth, Frank had multiple obligations, and only had a half time commitment to the Pubco project. Yet, he believed that if everybody focused on performing “the Eserve way,” the Pubco project would be a success.

Within the first few weeks of the project, clients started expressing disappointment with the consultants. They complained that the consultants were not sure about what they were doing, yet were trying to act as the experts. At one point, clients discussed among themselves, and then with Frank’s superiors, the possibility of stopping the project altogether, complaining about the lack of a clear process and the inexperience of the Eserve team (“we did not get an ‘A’ team”).

---

Although NHTP lasted three weeks, considerable time was spent on techniques used for team building, meeting facilitating, and other “consulting craft” activities. Several days were spent on Eserve values including presentations by HR and the CEO. This left a week for the Eserve methodology and sessions by designers and technologists. At the end of the program, the new hires only spent two training sessions on strategy genres, one for the Planning phase and one for the Prototyping phase.
Towards the middle of the third week, when Eserve’s Planning phase methodology specified that Eserve members would be up to speed on the client’s business, Eservers were scheduled to conduct a brainstorming workshop. In conversations among themselves, Eservers struggled to define the purpose of the workshop. There was much debate about how to interpret the description of this genre in the E-share repository and NHTP handouts. Among many things, Eserve newcomers were confused about such terms as “needs,” “intents,” “activities,” and “opportunities” used in the handouts, as well as who was supposed to do what. By this time, Eserve’s team leadership (Bob and Frank) had formed an opinion about the clients as a group of people who were “culturally stubborn” and “process obsessed,” and that the consultants needed to show something resembling a systematic approach to gain credibility with Pubco. Adam and Cherry cautioned fellow Eserve members that “we should not stereotype” the clients, and that clients “will question our methodology,” but this message did not resonate with the rest of the team. Drawing on their experiences of prior non-Eserve consulting work, Eserver newcomers concluded that the main objective for the brainstorming workshop was to make the clients feel “that they had contributed.”

Bob noted in a discussion with other Eservers before the brainstorming workshop:

> There is the [Pubco] way, the [Eserve] way, and the right way. One way we can do it is — we probably can do it all in a vacuum and show them what we have done. They probably will agree with the product, but will not like the process. We came out of today’s [project status] meeting with them saying, “We really like what you have done here and the conclusions, but we have concerns with your process.” For me, I am outcome focused. If the outcome is good, why be concerned with the process? They want to be part of the process, let them be part of the process. [Field Notes, 02-2000]

In the joint enactment of the brainstorming workshop genre, clients generated more than a hundred ideas for website initiatives. Most ideas involved putting novel editorial content online as opposed to developing initiatives for sales or marketing—the intended focus of the project. Following the workshop, the next question discussed by Eservers was what to do with all the generated initiatives. According to Eserve’s Planning phase genre system, initiatives had to be “rationalized” in a workshop before “prioritization.” However, nobody on the team, except for Frank who was busy with other tasks at Eserve, had any idea what “rationalization” meant. After considerable deliberation, the Eserve newcomers lead by Nicole, decided to draw on their prior consulting experiences and enact their own “improvised” version of a rationalization workshop. This improvised version involved mapping clusters of initiatives generated
during the brainstorming (termed “themes”) to market trends and the competitive landscape. At the same time, clients were also struggling to understand what “rationalization” entailed, with most expecting more brainstorming, especially of the sales and marketing initiatives.

After enacting a grueling half-day improvisation of the rationalization workshop genre, both clients and consultants were disappointed. The clients did not get to brainstorm new ideas (even though they had additional ideas they wished to contribute) and the consultants did not know what to do with a large matrix that mapped 17 initiative themes to 10 market trends, and which had been generated in a process that nobody fully understood. Reflecting later on this phase of the project, several consultants noted that they had simply abandoned the “giant matrix” following the workshop. Even Nicole, who had led the rationalization effort and who was interviewed three weeks after the workshop, could not remember much about it:

Nicole: I do not remember which meeting that was.
Interviewer: The one that you ran.
Nicole: The big board! Right!
Interviewer: What was it supposed to accomplish? Do you have a clear understanding of what that activity, rationalization, is?
Nicole: I think it was mapping the opportunities to trends to, sort of, rationalize whether they were good opportunities or not.
Interviewer: Do you feel that it was a good activity to do to move the project along?
Nicole: The thing that I did?
Interviewer: Not necessarily the way you did it. I just mean the actual process.
Nicole: Yeah. But I do not think it was leveraged to the degree it could have been.

[Eserv consultant interview, 03-2000]

The third major step of the Planning phase was preparing and conducting a prioritization workshop, and the whole fourth week of the project was allocated to getting ready for this. There were, however, only a few things the Eserv consultants could use to guide them in this process: a deliverable binder from a previous project given to them by Frank; and a computer-based tool that was supposed to support the prioritization process. Frank attempted to explain this genre to his team, but team members complained that he used so much “consultant-speak” that it was impossible to understand him.

Meanwhile, Pubco members were confused and worried about Eserv’s approach, as one noted:

They criticized us that we are too process-oriented, you know. They give you this spiel, we call it, this “selling pitch.” And guess what, they show you their process. I have seen it three or four times already. I have all of their slides. And then, when we started really getting on their case, they tell us we are too process-oriented. I have no idea what to talk about [to them], you know — communication not working. “Well, why are you giving me this process?” I mean, I thought that that is what their big
Frustrated Pubco participants used their core team status meeting to voice concerns about the brainstorming and rationalization workshops. Maya, who was acting as Pubco’s project manager, led the status meeting. She was an experienced facilitator, having come to Pubco with an extensive background in marketing consulting. The people who were most vocal in this meeting were Keri and Lily, two middle level managers from the Sales & Marketing group. As the Eserve-Pubco project had been initiated largely by the Sales & Marketing departments, Keri and Lily had clear ideas about what they wanted the project to achieve—“something we have been thinking about for years.” They proposed to give Eservers a list of initiatives that Eserve should add to their prioritization exercise. Maya, for her part, had been told explicitly by Pubco’s top executive to follow Eserve’s process, so as to foster creativity and innovation on this “strategic project.” But, given the confusion, frustration, and lack of credibility surrounding Eserve’s process thus far, Maya took the list of initiatives provided by Keri and Lily and handed these over to the Eserve team, explaining that this was a “must have” list. In doing so, she enacted the “directive to consultants” genre (Table 3). The Editorial & Production staff was not aware of the strong language Maya used to frame this list.

A few days before the prioritization workshop, Adam wrote an email memo to the Eserve team expressing his concerns with Eserve’s prioritization methodology, which he and the other Eserve newcomers found overly cumbersome. He proposed an alternative approach that relied on building cases for those initiatives that made “the most sense.” Bob reinforced Adam’s critique by sending an email noting that “rating exercises never work” and that decisions should be based on intuition. When the Eserve team members convened the day before the client prioritization workshop, they discussed several things:

1. The automated prioritization tool that generated nice reports was not working properly.
2. Different team members rated initiatives in incompatible ways.
3. The prioritization algorithm did not always produce reasonable results. For example, a feature ranked as unnecessary by prospective website users in interviews could get selected on the basis of high ratings on another criterion.
4. There were no urgent or strategically important initiatives in the final ranking.

These initiatives were not recorded after the brainstorming workshop because they appeared “trivial” and not creative enough (e.g., a search function for the product catalogue). Keri and Lily, however, knew that a lot of internal organizational change was needed to implement such seemingly trivial initiatives.
5. Frank, who could have guided them, was on vacation.
6. The clients were suspicious of Eserve’s process and had already expressed strong support for a few “must have” initiatives.

[Field notes, 02-2000]

Ultimately, Eservers gave up trying to enact Eserve’s prioritization genre. Adam, who had been on the project since its initial business development and had gotten to know the client members fairly well, proposed five top initiatives and a justification for each (referred to as “a case”). A primary criterion for his choice was whether key client stakeholders (Keri and Lily), who supported Eserve’s project, were likely to back a given initiative and invest resources into implementing it (translation: fund the project’s Prototyping phase). Adam’s five initiatives did not rank highly according to the research that Eserve had done to date, in part because they did not respond directly to competitive pressures, nor did they address the concerns of Pubco’s customers. Nevertheless, two of the Eserve newcomers—Bob and Cherry—supported Adam’s move, seeing it as politically savvy and arguing that this is how things were done in the “Big Five” consulting firms where they had worked before joining Eserve. The remaining issue was how to present these five choices to the clients, who had “invested time into determining prioritization factors” and who were concerned about the project’s process.

In the prioritization workshop led by Bob, clients were quickly shown one (of four) reports that the prioritization algorithm had produced, which, while not fudged for the presentation, were chosen to show the data in a light that favored the consultants’ recommendation. The consultants argued that the “ratings were approximate,” and justified the cases with various arguments. Some clients expressed surprise that Eserve’s algorithms ranked Pubco’s “must have” initiatives as the highest. In interviews, clients reiterated their disappointment with the lack of new ideas that had emerged from the process, but still assumed that Eserve team members had arrived at their conclusions through a sophisticated and well-grounded methodology and by drawing on their research and considerable digital business expertise. The proposed initiatives were approved by Pubco’s senior management for development in the Prototyping phase.

In the post-project review conducted by Eserve’s knowledge management group during the one week break between the Planning and the Prototyping phases, Adam, Cherry, and Nicole, continued to ask questions about Eserve’s methodology and the meaning and value of various workshops and
documents. They argued that a two hour session at NHTP was inadequate to learn the approach, and that Frank’s explanations were confusing. Frank did not agree, as evident in this exchange during the review:

**Cherry:** We understood we need to prioritize, brainstorm, etc. What we didn’t get is how to do it. As hard as we were trying to listen, we didn’t get that.

**Frank:** People have to learn to listen. I taught that NHTP class on this. I went through many explanations. Maybe not in the right time. Sorry, but people have to learn to listen. … We do some market analysis, then drop opportunities in experience architecture, etc.

[Field notes, 03-2000]

In trying to explain his perspective, Frank continued to use the specialized language that newcomers had trouble following. Later in the meeting, he conceded: “It is impossible to teach the methodology; you have to experience it to understand it.”

Upon the completion of the Planning phase, Adam and Cherry, who had taken a lead in preparing the recommendations and following Pubco’s guidance in detailing the initiative specifications, began to be seen by the client as the “understanding consultants,” and Pubco members started to express a preference for interacting with them rather than the other consultants. As a result, Adam and Cherry got a lot of credit for mending the relationship with the client and were quickly promoted to more senior positions at Eserve, promotions not commensurate with their professional background, expertise, or tenure within Eserve (they had been with Eserve for less than six months at the time). Another newcomer, Nicole, who had led the rationalization workshop without much guidance and competence, and who held a higher official position within Eserve due to her prior experience and education, had her participation on the project reduced to half-time, in response to the client’s insistence that she “lacked consulting craft.” Finally, Frank received considerable criticism for failing to guide the project “the Eserve way.” His role in the Prototyping phase of the project was consequently minimized.

At the same time, Keri and Lily emerged as subject matter experts within Pubco on the subsequent phases of the project, an unusual situation for staff from the Sales & Marketing side of the company. Even the Editorial & Production managers started following Keri and Lily’s lead on the project. Table 7 summarizes the key discursive actions taken in the Strategic Initiative Selection example.

----------------- Insert Table 7 about here -----------------
**Example summary:** Three types of discursive struggles were evident in this example: (1) among the old-timers and newcomers at Eserve; (2) among Eserve and Pubco project members; and (3) among the Editorial & Production and Sales & Marketing staffs at Pubco. The Eserve Planning phase genres relied on specialized terminology and complex processes, helping to reproduce the Eserve old-timers’ dominant positions within Eserve as well as Eserve’s claim of intellectual leadership vis-à-vis clients. These genres assumed that clients had little competence in the web space and needed to be guided in their selection of web initiatives through a set of workshops. However, with poor guidance from Frank, it was very difficult for the Eserve newcomers to understand the genres they were expected to enact on the project, and the more time they invested in learning the Eserve methodology, the less time they had to learn their client’s business and establish credibility with them (worsening their positioning vis-à-vis Pubco on the joint project).

Moreover, Eserve genres assumed that clients did not have any prior web expertise and were thus happy to fund all phases of the project so as to get access to consultants’ valuable expertise. This assumption was violated in the case of Pubco, and continuing to enact various workshop genres based on this assumption further damaged Eserve’s credibility.

Pubco members were also confused about which genres to follow. They were frustrated with Frank’s consulting jargon and the content of the first two workshops, sensing that Eservers themselves did not know what they were doing. This hurt Eserve’s credibility. In response, Pubco’s Sales & Marketing staff—with Maya’s help—made a discursive move to enact the directive to consultants’ genre, which Pubco had used many times in dealing with IT consultants, but which was new to Eserve. This move was accepted by others at Pubco, including the Editorial & Production staff, because of the general concern that the analysis performed by the apparently incompetent consultants could miss something important to Pubco. Eserve accepted Pubco’s directive, largely because the consultants were still confused about how to enact the prioritization genre, and funding for the project was at stake. This interaction helped Pubco gain control over the project’s intellectual direction and economic outcomes. It also helped the Sales & Marketing staff advance their agenda within Pubco, a discursive move that violated traditional expectations of cross-functional project meetings at Pubco.
Wanting to ensure that the engagement with Pubco continued, Eserve newcomers made a discursive move that drew on resources from outside Eserve’s genre repertoire, specifically traditional consulting practice, to enact client presentation and delivery genres. This enabled Eserve to win funding for the next phase of the project, and helped the newcomers advance their position at Eserve vis-à-vis the old-timers. Table 8 highlights the shifts in power relations afforded in this example by the enactment of various genres.

------------------ Insert Table 8 about here ------------------

**Technical architecture selection example:** From the onset of the project, Pubco’s technology managers, Sally and Alice, expressed concerns about how things were going. Neither had formal IT training. Sally, the IT director, had spent many years in the publishing industry and gradually learned technical and project management skills before moving into an IT management role. Alice, the head of the web development group, had a background in visual arts and sought to build on that knowledge in the emerging web space. Both were only peripherally involved in the choice of Eserve and disapproved the choice of what they saw as an expensive and “high-brow” consultancy. As one of them commented:

> When the project was presented to me as a part of the [Pubco’s] core team, the decision about the scope of the project and the goal for the project had been established already … My bias [in working with consultants] is a very different bias than [Pubco’s top executive]’s bias. [The top executive] wanted it to be very open-ended, very “let’s think outside of the box, let’s – you know – anything goes in terms of ideas.”
> [Technology manager, interview, 02-2000]

The Planning phase of the project stipulated the involvement of the entire Eserve and Pubco core teams. All Pubco core team members were asked to clear 40% of their work schedules to participate in the workshops of the project. However, as Sally was in the middle of launching a new system, she was told she could skip some of the workshops if needed. While she interpreted this as indicating that others at Pubco did not perceive her contribution as central to this technology project, she decided not to miss any of the announced workshops.

Before starting the Prototyping phase, Eservers discussed two options for enacting the requirements definition genre: one that divided the work among several Eserve-staffed strategy, technology, and design sub-teams, which would then report to the client core team in a joint meeting; and another that divided the work among integrated client-consultant sub-teams split along functional lines, with the work being coordinated through Eserve’s and Pubco’s respective project managers who would participate in all
meetings. Wendy, the Eserve project manager assigned to the Prototyping phase, was brand new to Eserve, but had several years of experience as a project manager with one of Eserve’s competitors. Based on the stories she had heard about the Planning phase (namely, that some client members, especially the technologists, were hard to deal with) and her prior experience working in functional sub-teams, she opted for the latter division of requirements definition work. Her sense was that it would be easier to build relations with client members while working with them on small sub-teams. To enact this genre, Eserve strategists worked with Pubco’s core team members from Sales & Marketing and Editorial & Production on the “functional requirements” sub-team, Eserve designers worked with Pubco’s web developers and marketing managers on the “design” requirements sub-team, and Eserve technologists worked with Pubco technologists on the “technology” sub-team. Each sub-team met separately in weekly meetings or facilitated workshops.

Pubco’s technology managers disliked the three sub-team structure, arguing that it excluded them from the important decisions on functionality that were made during the requirements sub-team meetings. They fought unsuccessfully with Maya to be included in the requirements sub-team, arguing that they were key to discussions about Pubco’s system functionality. They saw their exclusion as a significant handicap, as one manager noted:

I think a lot of things [that the requirements] group [was doing], they were off in the corner, creating what they thought they needed with no regard to [the technical group]. […] When we broke up for the [Prototyping phase] […] we no longer worked as one group. We started to work in these individual packets: the technology group, the requirements group, the [design] group. And I saw at the outset that as a disadvantage. [Technology manager, interview, 06-2000]

One of the critical issues in this phase was defining the technical platform and architecture for the new website. This responsibility fell on the shoulders of Eservers, Kirk and Boris. Kirk, the new technical lead, and Boris, who had participated in the Planning phase, were very able technical developers. Kirk exemplified the profile of an old-timer Eserve technologist, who got into “the web space” early and had constantly updated his system development skills with the latest methods and tools. Boris, a newcomer to Eserve, had several years of web development experience, a bachelor’s degree in computer science from a prestigious foreign school, and a Masters degree in computer science from an elite US university.
In the third week of the Prototyping phase, Kirk and Boris began receiving functional specifications from the requirements sub-team on a weekly basis. Following the Eserve methodology, they developed a technical architecture that supported all the requirements. Enacting Eserve’s technical platform and architecture definition genre, Kirk and Boris presented the architecture diagram and supporting documents to Pubco two weeks before the conclusion of the Prototyping phase. They proposed a platform-independent solution, which used advanced technical capabilities to build a layer of software code on top of Pubco’s current systems (running on older technology). This solution did not require any software upgrades. After learning about this proposed solution, Pubco’s technology managers deliberated for a week, and then towards the end of the Prototyping phase informed Eservers in a technology sub-team meeting that their solution was unacceptable. They argued that instead of adding a new layer of code on top of an existing, outdated system, Pubco would be better off upgrading its existing platform and implementing the new website on the enhanced system. Upgrading the software platform was something the technology managers had wanted to do for a while, but it was expensive, time-consuming, and had not been approved by Pubco’s senior managers. An IT manager at Pubco commented on Eserve’s proposal:

I see the upside from Eserve’s perspective. From our perspective, I see none when they can get in and out, and they are done with the project [implying that Pubco would have to pick up the pieces later].
[Technology manager, interview, 06-2000]

Eserve technologists disagreed. They believed that Pubco would spend a lot of money on the upgrade that they may not need, while also delaying the launch of the website. Fast launch was of key importance to the Sales & Marketing people, and the solution proposed by Eserve was relatively independent of the technologies that were currently used at Pubco, or would be used in the future. Eservers argued that in the six months that it would take to perform the upgrade requested by Pubco’s IT manager, the vendor of the platform technology could go out of business.\(^9\) Finally, they noted that the upgrade would stop the project for many months. Current Eserve team members would have to be reassigned to other projects, and new Eservers would need to get up to speed when the project resumed, wasting both time and effort.

\(^9\) As it turns out, the vendor was taken over by a large software firm in October 2000 (five months after Pubco made its decision to upgrade), and support of the technology was discontinued in December 2002. Eserve’s proposed architecture has become an industry standard and is widely used today.
While the two project managers, Maya and Wendy, were expected to participate in all sub-team meetings including the technical ones, neither contributed much to the technical sub-team meetings. Wendy had attended some early technical sub-team meetings, but then stopped doing so, arguing that she could talk to Kirk and Boris offline. She thus missed the crucial technical architecture selection meeting. Maya continued to attend technical sub-team meetings, but tuned out as soon as technical terms started being used. During the crucial technical architecture selection meeting, Maya came in thirty minutes late, a conspicuous act given she was rarely late to meetings. As the technologists started explaining the issue under discussion to her, she replied:

I am not a tech person. Are we talking about make vs. buy? [referring to the system whereas the issue at hand concerned platform selection]. [Field Notes, 04-2000]

Thus, neither Maya nor Wendy understood nor participated in negotiating a solution to the technical architecture issue.

A few days before the deadline for the final deliverable of the Prototyping phase, the IT director, Sally, called a face-to-face meeting with John, the Finance VP, enacting her customary genre of communicating about resource commitments at Pubco. She argued that the project had to be interrupted to allow for a large-scale upgrade of Pubco’s current platform. Although this upgrade was expensive and had been previously denied by John, he was now inclined to accept Sally’s argument that the consultants’ proposed solution was not in Pubco’s best interests. He was particularly influenced by the fact that Eserve’s credibility had been undermined in the Planning phase, and that he (and other Pubco participants) lacked understanding of the technical issues. As a result, Boris, Kirk, Sally, and Brian (a Pubco IT manager) were invited to the weekly client-consultant status meeting to explain their differing views. Sally and Brian’s position prevailed, with no time left to debate the decision before the scheduled conclusion of the Prototyping phase. As one of Pubco’s non-technical team members explained:

When Eserve suggested [their solution], there was a lot of disagreement. And part of it was that the lack of credibility that somebody like [Frank] had. It was sort of like, “Well, [Frank] is just pushing because he wants the money [for the Development phase]. He does not want to stop.” So what do we really want to do? […] At the same time, [Sally] had a lot of credibility within the organization. So if she said we should wait, then people would listen whether or not she was right. I would believe [Kirk] over [Sally]. I do not know if she was necessarily right, but I am alone in that realization. [Pubco member, interview, 06-2000]
The project was consequently put on hold for three of the nine months originally scheduled. This delay had substantial social and financial implications for the two companies and for their relationship:

[The] decision to migrate [to the newer platform] was driven by [Sally’s] interest to become more savvy with current technology, not based on business goals. […] One or two [people at Pubco] really got it [the proposed technical solution], and the rest were relying on others who got it—a typical dysfunctional corporate environment to me. [Eserve technologist, interview, 06-2000]

The delay also meant that Eserve’s team had to be reassigned to work on other projects and that only one Eserve person, Cherry, eventually returned to the Pubco project when it resumed.

After the Pubco technology managers had prevailed in the technical architecture decision, they became involved in the enactment of all meetings (including the functional requirements sub-team and status meetings) for the remainder of the Prototyping phase (which was extended by one month) and during the Development phase:

If I weigh what is important, I think that [having a new website up sooner] is far less important because we have a viable site. […] I consider many of these things [proposed by Eserve] “nice to haves.” I know if [Keri and Lily] were sitting here, they would not consider them “nice to haves.” [Technology manager, interview, 6-2000]

Pubco’s technology managers succeeded in using part of the budget allocated to the Eserve-Pubco project to achieve an expensive system upgrade, an outcome which they had long requested but had been unable to obtain for years. As a result, the Sales & Marketing priorities to deliver the website by the Fall 2000 sales cycle were compromised, and the site was eventually launched in April 2001.

While the Sales & Marketing and Editorial & Production managers at Pubco stated that they did not have an opinion about the technical issues (which they did not understand), they were disappointed with the stoppage of the project. All of them complained about the loss of momentum for change at Pubco.

Pubco’s technologists, on the other hand, believed that the others understood their reasoning:

Oh, they [other Pubco team members] understood why we had to do it, and they accepted that we needed to do it […]. They were not happy about it, but … [Technology manager, interview, 06-2000]

Table 9 summarizes the key discursive actions taken in the Technical Architecture Selection example.

Example summary: Two types of discursive struggles were evident in this example: (1) among Pubco’s Technology staff and Sales & Marketing staff; and (2) among Eserve and Pubco project members. The enactment of the system requirements definition genre system split the work among various functional
sub-teams, inadvertently reproducing power relations between Pubco’s technologists and the other business units. Part of Eservers’ rationale for enacting this genre system was to isolate the negatively-oriented Pubco technologists who were used to controlling consultants at Pubco, and to build relationships with the more powerful business representatives. Pubco’s technology managers, however, quickly perceived what they recognized as their familiar inequitable position and resisted it. They made strategic use of Eserve’s diminished credibility from the project’s Planning Phase and played up the fear that Eserve would compromise Pubco’s long-term interests. They also relied on the habitual lack of attention paid by non-technical participants to technical issues in their discursive move to get a system upgrade approved by the VP of Finance, something not typically done at Pubco. As a result, Pubco’s technology managers were able to advance their power positions vis-à-vis the Sales & Marketing staff.

These discursive moves also shaped the Eserve-Pubco relationship. Eserve tried to establish credibility in the technical area based on their web-space competency. In Eserve’s genre repertoire, the key technical decisions were in Eserve’s domain of expertise and did not have to be reported to clients until later in the Prototyping phase, leaving little room for negotiation of the final decision. Pubco technologists, however, were accustomed to enacting genres in which they directed consultants. Eventually, Pubco achieved control not only of the economic resources but also the intellectual content of the project. Table 10 highlights the shifts in power relations evident in this example.

---------------- Insert Table 10 about here ----------------

**DISCUSSION**

Our study posed two research questions: how do the everyday actions of participants shape power relations on their novel joint project?, and how do these power dynamics influence participants’ power positions within their distinct organizations? With respect to the first question, we found that novel multi-party engagements are often sites for ambiguous and contested interactions. The resulting discursive difficulties create opportunities and incentives for agents to draw on discursive resources from other institutional contexts in an attempt to resolve the difficulties, help their party, and keep the joint project moving. If such discursive moves succeed in resolving the project’s interactive difficulties, they can
favorably shift these agents’ power positions, affording them increased influence within the joint project. With respect to the second question, we found that agents’ increased discursive influence within the joint project may then afford them greater visibility and authority in their own organizations, thus shifting power relations there as well. Importantly, we found that these boundary-crossing discursive moves are often invoked by agents with lower status positions within their organizations.

Three key observations about how genre enactments influence power positions helped us reach these conclusions. The first observation is that multi-party projects are situated within nested and overlapping fields of practice (institutional contexts) and that agents’ actions on these projects are both shaped by and shape power positions in several of these fields at the same time. The second observation is that these institutional contexts may not provide clear guidelines or expectations for interaction, and as a result of this ambiguity, diverse interpretations of the multiple institutional discursive norms may arise and be in conflict on novel multi-party engagements. Third, we observed that conditions of ambiguity can create opportunities for marginalized agents to deviate from established practices in their organizations, as they may realize that conforming to established discursive norms and expectations tends to reinforce their disadvantaged positions.

The distinction between espoused and enacted genres helped us analyze differences between institutionalized templates for interaction (espoused genres) and their actual instantiation in practice (enacted genres). Espoused genres are discursive resources that reflect the norms and expectations of a given institutional context and thus reflect certain power relations within that context. In attempting to deal with the discursive ambiguity that may arise on novel multi-party projects, agents can draw on genres from a variety of institutional contexts with which they are familiar so as to influence the action on the multi-party project.

In the context of consulting practice, the discursive resources drawn on and produced on the project are used by clients and consultants to accumulate credibility on intellectual issues and control over the process and outcomes of work. In general, the field of management consulting, through its espoused genres, sets some expectations regarding the roles that clients and consultants are to play on joint projects, with clients controlling economic resources, and consultants establishing authority with respect to intellectual
resources. However, the genre repertoires at Eserve and Pubco entailed different and inconsistent expectations of each other, even though they both drew broadly on the standard espoused genres in management consulting. Pubco was used to exerting considerable control over both intellectual and economic resources on projects, while Eserve expected their clients to provide little intellectual input on projects and to cede intellectual authority to Eserve by hiring and paying for its services (recall that Eserve was turning down clients due to high demand). At the same time, some Eserve newcomers were more familiar with other forms of management consulting where clients were accorded more voice and credibility on intellectual issues. Thus, in their ongoing attempts to negotiate control over intellectual and economic resources on the joint project, Eserve and Pubco participants enacted genres that shifted power relations on the project as well as within their own organizations.

To elaborate these social dynamics in more detail, we will look at the following: (1) what conditions produced discursive ambiguity on the joint project; (2) how agents tried to resolve these ambiguities through their discursive practices; and (3) what were the consequences of different types of discursive moves for power relations in nested and overlapping fields. Figure 2 depicts the discursive conditions created by the novel multi-party engagement and indicates how discursive moves may or may not lead to power shifts within each of the nested settings.

As agents interact on novel multi-party projects and try to establish and maintain their party’s position (control over economic resources and authority over intellectual resources), they are likely to encounter genre ambiguity in one of the following forms:

- confusion over which genres to enact, as the interacting agents have diverse, often conflicting, interests, knowledge, and experience;
- lack of competence to enact established genres, as newcomers have limited knowledge of and/or receive limited guidance in the established genres from the old-timers;
- violation of genre expectations, as agents encounter unforeseen contingencies during their enactment of the established genres.

----------------- Insert Figure 2 about here -----------------

In attempting to resolve the genre ambiguity, marginalized agents may draw on alternative genres from a variety of institutional contexts with which they are familiar. Their enactment of these alternative
genres may either (a) conform to the norms and expectations of the espoused genres within their organizations, or (b) violate those espoused norms and expectations. If the enacted genres conform to established discursive norms (situation (a)), no power shifts will occur within their organization (at least for now), albeit such actions may produce further genre ambiguity or inadvertently hurt their party’s position on the joint project. For example, even though they were confused about the brainstorming workshop genre and enacted a variant that drew on their expertise from other consulting contexts, Eserve newcomers enacted it in a way that was consistent with Eserve’s norms. As a result, this enactment did not lead to a power shift within Eserve, but as the process was confusing to clients it hurt Eserve’s credibility and power position on the project.

If agents draw on alternative genres that end up violating espoused norms and expectations within their organization (situation (b)), their action will lead to a power shift within their organizations if the enacted genres are accepted by others and help advance the agents’ and their party’s position on the project. The power shift may be temporary but it may open up the opportunity for a longer-term power reconfiguration in multiple settings. For example, Eserve newcomers Adam and Cherry’s discursive move to draw on the traditional consulting genre of client presentation preparation—in violation of Eserve’s espoused genres—was accepted by Pubco, thus helping to secure funding for the next phase of the project, a condition that helped Eserve gain economic resources. Moving the project forward in this way helped Adam and Cherry advance their status within Eserve, while it also served to diminish that of the putative project leader, Frank. On the Pubco side, a similar discursive breach occurred when the Sales & Marketing staff issued a directive to the consultants. This discursive move violated the genre expectations of Pubco’s cross-functional project meetings and ended up shifting the power positions of the Sales & Marketing staff within their organization. These agents’ enactment of the “directive to consultants” genre was accepted by others at Pubco because it helped advance Pubco’s intellectual and economic control over the project at a time when others feared that the Eserve consultants were incompetent and would not deliver value to Pubco.

Finally, if discursive breaches do not help advance agents’ or their party’s position on the joint project, then the agents’ position within their organization may suffer as a consequence, especially if the
agents were not in a position of power to start with. For example, Nicole’s inadequate improvisation of the rationalization workshop hurt her own reputation and position within Eserve, and Eserve’s credibility with Pubco (reinforcing Pubco’s view that the Eserve team was inexperienced and inadequate).

Genre ambiguity creates an opening, in the sense of a liminal space (Turner, 1984), where boundaries and norms become blurred and indeterminate, and transitions and transformations become possible. Agents who are initially marginalized in their existing fields due to their tenure, hierarchical status, or professional background may be able to use the emerging liminal conditions to draw on their more privileged positions in other contexts so as to initiate change. At Pubco, it was very clear to the Sales & Marketing and IT managers that established ways of doing things afforded them less influence and they saw the joint project as an opportunity for renegotiation. At Eserve, most newcomers aspired to the status of old-timers as they personally identified with Eserve’s old-timers’ values and interests. Their discursive moves were often inadvertent, but nonetheless had the same consequences for shifts in power relations. It is also possible for agents who are not marginalized in their existing fields to attempt discursive moves that violate espoused genres. While these may result in shifts in power positions on the joint project, they are less likely to lead to shifts in power relations in their own organizations (where these agents already hold privileged status positions).

Limitations

Our methodological choices led to certain specificities about our data, yet we believe that our theoretical insights are not limited to the particular organizations and project that we observed. Indeed, the role of discourse in shifting power relations has been described in multiple studies of consulting engagements (Clegg & Courpasson, 2004) as well as in such contexts as healthcare and non-profit organizing (Hardy & Phillips, 1998; Phillips, Lawrence, & Hardy, 2000). Furthermore, the specific conflicts that we observed between consultants and clients are well-known in the general management consulting literature (Czarniawska & Mazza, 2003; Yakura, 2002). Researchers studying discursive practices within organizations have also argued that transformations in discourse may lead to power shifts
inside organizations (Hardy & Clegg, 1996; Hardy & Phillips, 2004). Future studies of other projects organizations will help to extend and amend the theoretical ideas presented here.

The insights gained by our study are necessarily conditioned by the theoretical lenses we have adopted to conduct our analysis. We drew on Bourdieu’s notions of power relations in fields of practice, and engaged a critical genre analysis to focus on agents’ differential access to discursive resources. We found genre analysis to be a useful lens for this purpose because consulting practice is based so heavily in discourse; other contexts may benefit from using other analytical lenses (e.g., routines) to understand power dynamics and change. While our findings suggest that changes in symbolic power may have implications for economic and intellectual forms of power, further research is required to examine the complex interplay among the multiple forms of power enacted on novel multi-party engagements.

While a number of competing explanations for what occurred could be raised, we believe our discursive analysis retains its distinctive value. For example, a threat rigidity argument applied to this case would suggest that Eserve consultants, when faced with limited resources and looming deadlines, reverted to a few “old ways of doing things” (Staw, Sandelands, & Dutton, 1981). This explanation, however, does not adequately address what we observed, as there are multiple competing “old ways of doing things” when diverse groups work together for the first time. Indeed, in this case, Eserve old-timers’ way of doing things yielded under stress to Eserve newcomers’ way of doing things.

Another rival explanation could be that Eserve’s espoused genres were simply evolving as Eserve grew and absorbed newcomers. Akin to the notion that organizational routines evolve in practice (Feldman & Pentland, 2003), genre enactment also shifts over time, with even slight perturbations possibly leading to significant changes (Orlikowski & Yates, 1994). However, the changes that we observed were not adaptations of existing Eserve genres, but rather enactments of non-Eserve genres brought into the project from other fields (e.g., management consulting and Pubco). These alternative discursive practices were engaged as deliberate attempts to resolve discursive tensions. In doing so, agents renegotiated the social order, helping to transform rather than preserve pre-existing power relations.
IMPLICATIONS

Our study has important implications for research in a number of areas. First, while the literature on multi-party engagements has highlighted the central role of discourse in such engagements (Clegg & Courpasson, 2004), it has not analyzed how power relations play out in the discursive interactions of project participants. Our critical genre analysis has afforded a way of interrogating discursive processes through which power shifts occur on multi-party projects. It provided the means for identifying when, how, and why institutionalized norms and practices of discourse change. Specifically, genre ambiguity can create the opportunity and motivation for marginalized agents to draw on discursive alternatives from other contexts; enacting such alternative genres may then lead to changes in power relations within and across organizations.

Second, we have identified how power plays on novel joint projects lead to shifts in power positions within participating organizations and the agents most likely to initiate such shifts. Agents who are disadvantaged with respect to tenure, hierarchical status, or professional background may renegotiate power dynamics within their own organizations while attempting to further their interests on the multi-party project. This empirical account reinforces the finding that even agents who do not occupy dominant positions in a given institutional field (a nested system of structured social relations) can nevertheless draw on critical resources and discursive legitimacy to influence changes within that field (Maguire et al., 2004). Maguire et al. (2004), however, say little about the consequences of such power plays for the other more established institutional fields, but our findings suggest that agents’ discursive moves have significant implications not just for the emerging field (in this case, the consulting project), but for multiple related fields of practice as well (in this case, the client and consultant organizations).

A third implication concerns the exercise of power on consulting engagements. In their study of consulting, Clegg et al. (2004) argue that the consulting project team occupies an interstitial role between the consultant and client firms, that is, it belongs to neither but is connected to both. In this role, Clegg et al. argue that the consulting project team can disrupt and disturb the client organization, potentially transforming it. They do not, however, discuss how the consulting project team can also disrupt and disturb the social order in the consulting organization. Yet, this is what we found on the consulting
project we studied. We thus propose a view of consulting as having the potential to shift meanings, interests, genres, and practices—and thus power dynamics—on both sides of the relationship, that is, in the consulting firm as well as in the client organization. Moreover, the shifts in consulting practice stemming from client engagements may lead to new practice areas within a consulting firm as described by Anand et al. (2007), while at the same time yielding new power relations.

A fourth implication concerns our understanding of power in communities of practices. The literature on communities of practice has come under increased criticism for not offering adequate theoretical consideration or empirical investigation of issues concerning power and conflict, and for “overlooking the significance of the wider institutional contexts” (Contu & Willmott, 2003: 292). Scholars using this lens have tended to ignore conflicts among the multiple communities of practice typically present in contemporary organizations (Levina & Vaast, 2004). They have either examined one community at a time or paid little attention to the role and influence of inter-community relations or networks of practice (Duguid, 2005; Osterlund & Carlile, 2005). Drawing on Bourdieu’s notion of field of practice, we conceptualized the traditional tenure-based distinction within communities as well as other distinctions within and across communities (e.g., professional, cultural, educational). The well-established expert/novice distinction (Wenger, 1998) that was critical to reproducing Eserve’s strong identity also served to inhibit effective collaboration among Eserve members, creating additional barriers for outsiders to collaborate with Eservers. As such, these power struggles point to some of the potentially negative consequences of communities of practice, further highlighting what has been termed the “dark side of communities of practice” (Hilsop, 2003; Levina & Vaast, 2006; Vaast, 2003).

Fifth, our work contributes to the literature on power and status formation in task groups. Project teams working within and across organizations can be understood as small task groups with inconsistent claims for establishing power and prestige orders (Bacharach, Bamberger, & Mundell, 1993). This literature, drawing primarily on social psychological theories and methods, has shown contradictory results due to measurement problems in lab experiments (Berger et al., 1992; Brown, Cretser, & Lasswell, 1988). In response, multiple variance theories of status negotiation in groups have been proposed over the years (Berger et al., 1992). By examining the dynamics of a project team over time, our field work has
identified some ways in which power relations—and by implication—status claims, get renegotiated in such groups. The theoretical framework we have proposed can thus shed some light on this unsettled line of research, highlighting the discursive conditions and actions that may lead to reconfigurations of status and power in task groups.

A sixth implication of our study entails the use of genre analysis as a method for studying power relations. While prior genre studies have shown how members of a community may import familiar genres from other communities (Orlikowski & Yates, 1994; Yates et al., 1999), these imported genres have tended to reproduce existing power relations rather than shift them, as in our study. The critical genre analysis used here focuses specifically on the divergence between formal espoused practices and the actual enacted practices of a community. This explicit comparison of espoused with enacted genres draws attention to areas of discursive ambiguity, tension, and conflict, thus offering valuable analytical insights into the occasions and performances of power dynamics within multiple and intersecting fields of practice.

Seventh, our work on espoused and enacted genres contributes to the literature on organizational routines by elaborating the conditions and actions that can produce differences between ostensive and performative routines, and how these can shape power relations in organizations. Feldman & Pentland (2003) focus on endogenous change as a result of improvisation during routine performance. However, they do not specify the mechanisms through which such endogenous change occurs. Our findings indicate that change in routines may occur through agents drawing on exogenous resources (from familiar institutional contexts) to enact local departures from established practice. Moreover, our analysis suggests that in order to distinguish what is exogenous or endogenous, one needs to first identify the relevant institutional contexts in which ostensive and performative routines are situated, and then recognize that as these contexts are nested and overlapping, changes in one context may or may not produce changes in another.

Finally, our study has implications for the use of discursive strategies as means for achieving institutional change. Our findings highlight how the enactment of genres on new projects is central to issues of power and legitimacy. Thus, who enacts which genres in which circumstances becomes a key
question for understanding and initiating change in groups, communities, organizations, and fields. Prior work in institutional change (Clemens, 1993; Leblebici et al., 1991) has found that players on the peripheries or interstices of inter-organizational fields are more likely to borrow or introduce new practices from multiple fields than those agents who are more centrally invested in the institutionalized norms and forms of working. Leblebici et al. (1991) suggest that experimenting with alternative practices is less costly for such fringe players. Our findings resonate with this research and point additionally to the importance of marginalized agents’ prior knowledge and experience of alternative discursive resources drawn from their participation in multiple other fields of practice. It is these agents’ deliberate or inadvertent action to resolve discursive difficulties that may shift power relations within and across organizations, and possibly lead to institutional change.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Genre</strong></th>
<th><strong>Genre Purpose</strong></th>
<th><strong>Genre Form</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Directive to Consultants</td>
<td>Provide directions to consultants regarding the purpose and scope of the project</td>
<td>A genre system that includes such genres as request for proposal, statement of work, contracting, and other documents, in which clients articulate their goals for the project. The degree of specificity in the enactment of the genre varies widely, as some consultants are expected to execute a specific task based on precise directions from the client with respect to content, process, or both, while other consultants may be hired to generate recommendations to the client on a wide range of issues by following their own methods.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Client-Consultant Status Meeting</td>
<td>Review activities and deliverables, confirm plans for the future, raise and resolve issues, allocate or reallocate resources</td>
<td>A face-to-face meeting in which consultants report on the work done during the time period, ask clients for input on unresolved issues, and raise new issues. Clients approve work, raise new issues, discuss resource allocation, make final decisions on issues, and set deadlines. Includes two sub-genres: Project Management status meeting among managers and sponsors; and Working Group (or sub-team) status meeting among line participants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Client Recommendation Preparation Meeting</td>
<td>Consultants prepare a presentation to be delivered to clients</td>
<td>A face-to-face meeting facilitated by senior consultants held to integrate individual pieces of analysis into a unified presentation (usually shortly before delivery of the client recommendation presentation). Involves discussion of agenda and deliverables for the meeting. During the meeting, consultants discuss which recommendations and analysis and in which form to present to clients and how the clients might react to the presentation. This often involves consideration of what clients will like (their interests and internal politics) and what adds credibility to consultants (e.g., tangible deliverables, demonstration of methodological approach, quantitative analysis, etc.). An argument is built to support each recommendation to be presented.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Client Recommendation Presentation</td>
<td>Consultants present their analytical work to clients and clients learn about and judge consultants’ work</td>
<td>A face-to-face meeting during which senior consultants (often a project manager or a client partner) presents results of the consultants’ analysis. Clients ask questions and comment on the ideas. The consultants respond to questions and comments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal Status Meeting</td>
<td>Project participants from either client or consultant organizations meet separately to share their concerns and issues about the project, and learn about updates from the client-consultant status meeting.</td>
<td>A face-to-face meeting involving project managers and participants from the respective consultant and client organizations meeting separately to ask for work status and issues encountered in various processes within their own organizations. During this meeting new tasks are identified and assigned to participants and deadlines are set. The managers also debrief the team about client-consultant status meetings. This meeting often includes discussion of individual perceptions of partners’ competence and work attitudes. The respective project managers decide when to hold the meetings (usually in between client-consultant status meetings), who participates, and what is to be discussed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre</td>
<td>Genre Purpose</td>
<td>Genre Form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brainstorming workshop</td>
<td>Brainstorm ideas about strategic direction and functionality of the future website (“strategic initiatives”)</td>
<td>A facilitated face-to-face workshop including both client and consulting teams. Starts with consultants conducting an “ice-breaker” activity. Consultants then lead the workshop by asking clients to participate in brainstorming activities, which rely on Eserve-specific terminology. This often includes props such as funny hats and play dough to facilitate creativity. Sticky notes, flip charts, and a white board are used to record ideas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rationalization Workshop</td>
<td>Consolidate and further discuss brainstormed initiatives</td>
<td>Consultants document the brainstormed initiatives and group them into related clusters. Consultants discuss the initiatives more deeply in light of their expertise.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rationalization Workshop</td>
<td>“Rationalize” initiatives generated during the brainstorming workshop</td>
<td>A facilitated face-to-face workshop including both client and consulting teams. Consultants lead the workshop by discussing the brainstormed initiatives with clients, potentially, adding new initiatives as a result. Consultants draw on their expertise and analysis conducted to date. Clients draw on their business knowledge. Extensive use of Eserve-specific terms in discussion. Sticky notes, flip charts, white board, and slide presentations are used to facilitate the discussion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prioritization Workshop</td>
<td>“Prioritize” the brainstormed initiatives</td>
<td>Consultants offer clients a list of 15 prioritization criteria that were used on prior Eserve projects. Clients weigh each criterion offline (in an internal status meeting) and return the list to the consultants. Consultants use the results of their market, competitive, and economic analysis to rank “rationalized” initiatives based on the given criteria. An automated algorithm is used to compare various initiatives and produce the final ranking of initiatives.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prioritization Workshop</td>
<td>Present the results of the prioritization analysis to clients and discuss which initiatives to propose to the client’s steering committee</td>
<td>A facilitated face-to-face workshop including both client and consulting teams. Consultants lead the workshop by presenting the results of the prioritization exercise and highlighting the top recommendations. Clients ask questions of clarification and discuss the recommendations. A few initiatives are selected as recommendations to be presented to the client’s steering committee for potential implementation in the Prototyping phase. Initiatives are then approved by clients and implemented by Eserve.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System Requirements Definition</td>
<td>Refine the functional, graphical, and technical features of the proposed website</td>
<td>A set of face-to-face meetings conducted separately by requirements and technical sub-teams. The issues raised in one sub-team that depend on input from the other sub-team are communicated via status meetings. The technical sub-team defines a way for implementing any functionality envisioned by the other sub-teams.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical Platform and Architecture Selection</td>
<td>Define the technical platform and architecture required for the new website</td>
<td>Eserve technologists review client’s existing systems and develop a plan for how the new system will function. They create a diagram of this functionality, and write a document explaining how the new system will be implemented in the client’s technical environment. They recommend their solution to clients, expecting clients to accept their recommendation as is.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3: Examples of Pubco IT Request and Approval Genres

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre</th>
<th>Genre Purpose</th>
<th>Genre Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cross-functional Project Meeting</td>
<td>Coordinate work to be done across departments at Pubco</td>
<td>Editorial &amp; Production staff sets the agenda, defines and approves time lines and deadlines, and controls the budget. Sales &amp; Marketing and IT staff members are expected to provide input and follow the direction set by the Editorial &amp; Production staff.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Editorial & Production IT Request and Approval | Request a website for a new book or other editorial products (e.g., CD) | 1. Editorial staff requests a web page for a book in a face-to-face meeting with the web group manager.  
2. Editorial staff provides the content and graphics required to create the page.  
3. The web group follows the Editorial staff’s directions to create a web page. In conversations, technical issues brought up by web group members are passed over by the editors as “out of our competency.” |
| Sales & Marketing IT Request and Approval | Obtain an IT solution to meet Sales & Marketing business requirements | 1. Sales & Marketing managers meet with the IT director to request new IT features and applications.  
2. The IT director responds to their request (often stating that it cannot be met fully within the IT budget and current IT architecture).  
3. If the IT director accepts the request, she meets one-on-one with the Finance VP to prioritize IT projects.  
4. The Finance VP decides whether to approve the Sales & Marketing requests based on overall budgets and business priorities.  
4. If approved, the IT staff works with the Sales & Marketing managers to specify the new system’s functionality. In conversations, technical issues brought up by the IT director are passed over by business unit managers as “out of our competency.” |
| System Upgrade Request and Approval | Obtain financial resources to upgrade the technology and train the staff | 1. In a face-to-face meeting, the IT director asks the Finance VP to allocate resources for a systems upgrade.  
2. The IT director and the Finance VP discuss the request.  
3. The Finance VP typically denies the requests giving preference to business unit requests over technology upgrades. In conversations, technical issues brought up by the IT director are passed over by the Finance VP as “out of my competency.” |
| Directive to IT consultants | Inform consultants what they have been hired by Pubco to do | A face-to-face meeting with consultants during which the IT director tells consultants what work she wants them to perform. Consultants ask for clarification and provide suggestions on how to perform the work. The IT director clarifies and incorporates suggestions as she sees fit. Consultants are expected to follow directions given by the IT director. |
### Table 4: Discursive Conflicts on Eserve-Pubco Project – Planning Phase

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Enacted Genres</th>
<th>Espoused Genres</th>
<th>Discursive Conflict</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interviews with Pubco business stakeholders</td>
<td>Management Consulting field: Interviewing client stakeholders</td>
<td>Between Eserve and Pubco over genre purpose (why are interviews being conducted)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviews with Pubco customers (the end users)</td>
<td>Pubco: Marketing surveys  Eserve: Quick feedback on a website or idea for a website</td>
<td>Between Eserve and Pubco over genre form (who is being interviewed and how many interviews are required)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal status meeting at Eserve</td>
<td>Eserve: All team status meeting  Management Consulting field: Internal Status Meeting</td>
<td>Between Eserve technologists and strategists over genre form (who should participate and when is meeting announced)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brainstorming workshop</td>
<td>Eserve: Eserve brainstorming workshop</td>
<td>Between Eserve and Pubco, and among Eserve old-timers and newcomers over genre form (who contributes ideas and how should they be discussed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphical Website Audit</td>
<td>Eserve: Eserve website audit  Management Consulting Field: Assessment of client’s current practices</td>
<td>Between Eserve and Pubco over genre purpose (why is the audit being conducted)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rationalization Workshop Preparation</td>
<td>Eserve: Rationalization Workshop preparation</td>
<td>Between Eserve old-timers and newcomers over genre form (how are old-timers explaining things to newcomers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rationalization Workshop</td>
<td>Eserve: Rationalization Workshop</td>
<td>Between Eserve and Pubco over genre purpose and form (why and how are the initiatives being discussed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal Status Meeting at Pubco</td>
<td>Pubco: Cross-functional Pubco project meeting</td>
<td>Between Pubco Editorial &amp; Production and Sales &amp; Marketing managers over genre purpose (whether to guide consultants or recommend what they should do)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directive to Consultants</td>
<td>Pubco: Directive to IT Consultants</td>
<td>Between Eserve and Pubco over genre purpose (why is the “must have” list of initiatives provided)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prioritization Workshop Preparation</td>
<td>Eserve: Prioritization Workshop Preparation  Management Consulting Field: Client Recommendation Preparation Meeting</td>
<td>Between Eserve old-timers and newcomers over genre form (how should they prepare for the prioritization workshop)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Client Recommendation Presentation</td>
<td>Eserve: Prioritization Workshop Preparation  Management Consulting Field: Client Recommendation Meeting</td>
<td>Between Eserve and Pubco over genre purpose (should new initiatives be recommended by consultants or should client requests be emphasized)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presentation to Pubco Executives</td>
<td>Management Consulting Field: Client Recommendation Meeting</td>
<td>Between Pubco Sales &amp; Marketing and Editorial &amp; Production over genre purpose (whether to obtain honest feedback from executives or focus on what executives want to achieve with the project)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initiative Specification</td>
<td>Eserve: Initiative Specification</td>
<td>Between Pubco Sales &amp; Marketing, Editorial &amp; Production, and IT over genre form (who should be involved in meetings and how deeply should things be specified)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphical Presentation Preparation</td>
<td>Eserve: Graphical Presentation Preparation</td>
<td>Between Eserve strategists and designers over genre form (who prepares the presentation and how)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enacted Genres</td>
<td>Espoused Genres</td>
<td>Discursive Conflict</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing Use Case Scenarios</td>
<td><em>Eserve</em>: Use Case Scenarios</td>
<td>Between Eserve and Pubco over form (level of detail and nature of the documents produced)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Management Consulting Field</em>: Functional Specifications</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conducting sub-group meetings</td>
<td><em>Eserve</em>: Sub-group meetings divided by function or by site feature <em>Pubco</em>: Meeting with Technical Consultants</td>
<td>Between Eserve Members along with Pubco Sales &amp; Marketing managers and Pubco technologists over form (who will come to functional requirements’ meetings)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choosing Website Fonts/Colors</td>
<td><em>Eserve</em>: Choosing Website Font/Colors</td>
<td>Between Eserve strategists and graphic designers over form (which documents will facilitate designers’ understanding of the site, how long the process takes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing Old Site Map</td>
<td><em>Eserve</em>: Information Architecture Design <em>Management Consulting</em>: Client’s prior work documentation</td>
<td>Between Eserve’s old-timers and newcomers over goal (why do we need this document)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing New Site Map</td>
<td><em>Eserve</em>: Information Architecture Design</td>
<td>Between Eserve strategists and designers over goal and form (who should develop the new site map and when)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing Mock-up Webpages</td>
<td><em>Eserve</em>: Webpage Mockup Development</td>
<td>Between strategists and designers over the form (which information should be provided to designers and how long the process should take)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wire Frame Development</td>
<td><em>Eserve</em>: Webpage Mockup Development</td>
<td>Between Eserve old-timers and newcomers over the goal (do we need them) and between Eserve strategists and designers over form (who produces them and how much back-and-forth there will be)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional Feature Determination</td>
<td><em>Management Consulting</em>: Producing designs based on functional specifications</td>
<td>Between Eserve strategists and technologists over the form (who takes part in functional feature determination)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical Platform and Architecture Selection</td>
<td><em>Eserve</em>: Technical Platform and Architecture Selection <em>Pubco</em>: System Upgrade Request and Approval <em>Pubco</em>: Directive to IT consultants</td>
<td>Between Eserve and Pubco technologists over the form (timing of sharing proposals, whose technical opinion counts) and between Pubco technologists and Sales &amp; Marketing managers over goal (why hire consultants)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint technical sub-team meetings</td>
<td><em>Eserve</em>: Joint Technical Sub-team meeting <em>Pubco</em>: Directive to IT consultants</td>
<td>Between Eserve and Pubco over the goal (why conduct a joint meeting) and form (degree of client’s participation in the technical solution formulation )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal technical sub-team meetings</td>
<td><em>Eserve</em>: Internal technical sub-team meeting <em>Management Consulting Industry</em>: Internal technical sub-team meeting</td>
<td>Between Eserve newcomer strategists and old-timer technologists over the form (how much strategists are participating in the discussion as opposed to ignoring technical issues due to the lack of understanding)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 6: Eserve-Pubco Project Team Composition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phases</th>
<th>Planning Duration</th>
<th>March 2000 – June 2000 (13 weeks)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eserve Team</td>
<td>January 2000 – March 2000 (7 weeks)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- ½ Client partner (Frank)</td>
<td>- ½ Client partner (Frank)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Project Manager (Bob)</td>
<td>- Project Manager (Wendy)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 3 Junior Strategists (Adam, Cherry, Nicole)</td>
<td>- 2 ½ Junior Strategists (Adam, Cherry, ½ Nicole)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1 Junior Technologist (Boris)</td>
<td>- 1 Junior Technologist (Boris)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- ½ Senior Technologist (Matt)</td>
<td>- 1 Senior Technologist (Kirk)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- ½ Brand Specialist (Henry)</td>
<td>- 2 Junior Graphic Designers (Dolly, Jason)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pubco Core Team</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Finance VP (John)</td>
<td>- Finance VP (John)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Project Manager (Maya)</td>
<td>- Project Manager (Maya)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 2 Sales &amp; Marketing Managers (Keri, Lily)</td>
<td>- 2 Sales &amp; Marketing Managers (Keri, Lily)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1 Editorial Manager (Joan)</td>
<td>- 1 Editorial Manager (Joan)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1 Production Manager (Sarah)</td>
<td>- 1 Production Manager (Sarah)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- IT Director (Sally)</td>
<td>- 2 IT Managers, including the Director (Sally, Brian)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 2 Web Group Managers (Tim, Natalie)</td>
<td>- 2 Web Group Managers (Alice, Natalie)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** Bold-facing designates participants who were Eserve “old-timers” (more than nine months of Eserve experience).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Timeline</th>
<th>Genre</th>
<th>Genre Purpose</th>
<th>Genre Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Day 17 (of the Planning phase) | Brainstorming workshop | For Eserve: To make the clients feel that they have contributed  
For Pubco: To brainstorm website initiatives for possible implementation | A workshop led by consultants, in which clients contribute ideas about web initiatives. Most ideas are related to Editorial & Production not Sales & Marketing work. Consultants do not contribute or discuss ideas, only record them. |
| Day 18 | Rationalization Workshop Preparation | For Eserve newcomers: To understand Eserve’s rationalization genre and plan for the rationalization workshop  
For Eserve old-timers: To teach newcomers about the rationalization process | A meeting in which Eserve newcomers try to make sense of the “rationalization” workshop. Frank explains it to newcomers using “consultant speak.” Newcomers do not understand. Drawing on various Eserve documents, they come up with an exercise for discussing initiatives and keeping the clients involved. |
| Day 19 | Rationalization Workshop | For Eserve: To make the clients feel that they have contributed  
For Pubco: To further discuss brainstormed initiatives | A workshop led by consultants in which consultants present consolidated “themes” of initiatives and ask clients to map them to market trends in a “giant matrix.” |
| Day 25 | Internal Status meeting among clients | For Pubco Sales & Marketing managers: To decide what to tell consultants about the initiatives they are most interested in pursuing | A workshop at Pubco facilitated by Maya. Includes much discussion of frustrations felt about the Eserve project and the Eserve team’s incompetence and arrogance. Sales & Marketing managers put forward their most critical web initiatives and Maya records them. |
| Day 26 | Directive to Consultants | For Pubco: To tell IT consultants what to do | Maya passes the “must have” initiatives to Bob and Frank during the client-consultant management status meeting, explaining that these are “top priority” for Pubco |
| Day 20-31 | Prioritization Workshop Preparation | For Eserve newcomers: To understand the prioritization process and to use it to rank initiatives | Eserve consultants ask client members to provide prioritization criteria. They seek documents and ask old-timers questions about the prioritization exercise. They obtain a computer program that automates the rankings, but it does not work. Consultants rank the items individually but soon discover that they never discussed the meaning of scales (1-4) and subjectively assigned different meaning to scales. Thus, the resulting combined rankings do not make sense. Consultants decide to abandon this genre. |
| Day 30 | Client Recommendation Preparation | For Eserve newcomers: To choose a politically savvy strategy for representing their analysis and recommendation so as to appear competent to clients | After performing multiple rankings of initiatives, consultants reject the prescribed prioritization methodology, and build “qualitative” arguments (cases) to support the initiatives most favored by the Pubco Sales & Marketing managers |
| Day 31 | Client Recommendation Presentation | For Eserve: To put forward a recommendation that clients can approve and thus fund the next phase of the project  
For Pubco: To learn the results of Eserve’s systematic analysis and recommendation | Eserve present their analysis and recommendation in a form that supports the Sales & Marketing managers’ “must have” list. Pubco participants are surprised, saying that they had also expected to see new initiatives being recommended |
Table 8: Genre Enactments and Power Relations (during Strategic Initiative Selection Example)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Timeline</th>
<th>Day 1-29</th>
<th>Day 26-29</th>
<th>Day 30–Day 51 (end of Planning phase)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Genres Enacted</td>
<td>Brainstorming and Rationalization Preparation and Workshop genres</td>
<td>Pubco core-team Internal Status Meeting and Directive to Consultants genres</td>
<td>Eserve consultants abandon the Prioritization Workshop Preparation genre and enact Client Recommendation Preparation and Presentation genres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eserve</td>
<td>Old-timers over newcomers</td>
<td>Old-timers over newcomers</td>
<td>Newcomers over old-timers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pubco</td>
<td>Editorial &amp; Production over Sales &amp; Marketing managers</td>
<td>Sales &amp; Marketing over Editorial &amp; Production managers</td>
<td>Sales &amp; Marketing over Editorial &amp; Production managers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management Consulting Field</td>
<td>– Consultants have greater control over intellectual resources &lt;br&gt;– Clients have greater control over economic resources</td>
<td>– Consultants have greater control over intellectual resources &lt;br&gt;– Clients have greater control over economic resources</td>
<td>– Clients have greater control over both intellectual and economic resources</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Highlighted cells represent a change in the social order with respect to the prior time period (in the same row).
### Table 9: Genres Enacted During Eserve-Pubco Technical Architecture Selection Example

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Timeline</th>
<th>Genre</th>
<th>Genre Purpose</th>
<th>Genre Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Days 1-91 (throughout Prototyping phase)</td>
<td>System Requirements Definition</td>
<td><em>For Eserve and Pubco</em>: To collaboratively determine requirements for the website and build a prototype</td>
<td>Eserve strategically breaks the team into functional requirements, design, and technology sub-teams to isolate difficult clients. Wendy attends most requirements and design meetings and talks to Eserve technologists in offline meetings. Maya attends all three sub-team meetings, but often “tunes out” during technology discussions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days 1-76</td>
<td>Technical Platform and Architecture Selection</td>
<td><em>For Eserve Technologists</em>: To obtain functional requirements from the Eserve team and design a technical solution to satisfy them</td>
<td>Eserve technologists get functional requirements from the requirements sub-team in the form of documents and explanations. They also collect information about Pubco’s current IT platform and then recommend a solution.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Day 77                                       | Client-consultant Status Meeting               | *For Eserve Technologists*: To present a technical architecture proposal to Pubco  
*For Pubco IT Managers*: To scrutinize the proposed solution so as to assess its impact on Pubco’s IT interests | Consultants deliver their documents and explanations about the proposed technical architecture to Pubco IT managers. Pubco IT managers argue that this solution is poor and will leave Pubco with systems they cannot support when consultants leave. |
| Day 79                                       | System Upgrade Request and Approval            | *For Pubco IT Managers*: To obtain financial resources necessary to upgrade technology and train the staff | In a face-to-face meeting, the IT director (Sally) asks the Finance VP (John) to allocate resources for a platform upgrade, arguing that without it, Eserve will leave Pubco with an architecture that Pubco cannot support. The IT director and the Finance VP discuss the request. Sally argues that Eservers don’t care about Pubco and are “arrogant.” In conversations, technical issues brought up by the IT director are passed over by the Finance VP as “out of my competency.” |
| Day 80                                       | Client-consultant status meeting               | *For Eserve*: To convince Pubco that their technical solution is superior  
*For Pubco IT Managers*: To convince project participants that Pubco needs to upgrade its existing platform | A face-to-face meeting that includes Wendy, Frank, Kirk, and Boris as well as Maya, John, Sally, and Brian. Technologists on both sides explain their points of view. Non-technical people say they do not get the technical issues, but eventually John agrees with the points made by Sally. |
| During Development phase (after 3 month hiatus) | Directive to IT consultants                    | *For Pubco IT Managers*: To tell consultants what they want done | Pubco’s IT Managers direct Eserve technologists on how to implement the site on the technical platform that they have chosen (now in an upgraded version). |
Table 10: Genre Enactments and Power Relations (during Technical Architecture Selection Example)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Timeline</th>
<th>Days 1-77</th>
<th>Day 79 onward</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Genres Enacted</strong></td>
<td>System Requirements Definition, Technical Platform and Architecture Selection genres</td>
<td>System Upgrade Request Approval, Client-Consultant Status Meetings, Directive to IT Consultants genres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Eserve</strong></td>
<td>Strategists over Technologists</td>
<td>Strategists over Technologists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pubco</strong></td>
<td>Sales &amp; Marketing over IT managers</td>
<td>IT over Sales &amp; Marketing managers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Management Consulting Field** | – Consultants have greater control over intellectual resources  
– Clients have greater control over economic resources | – Clients have greater control over both intellectual and economic resources |

Note: Highlighted cells represent a change in the social order with respect to the prior time period (in the same row).
Figure 1: Discursive Resources in Novel Multi-Party Engagements

Espoused Genres in Management Consulting Field
Espoused Genres in Pubco Organization
Espoused Genres in Eserve Organization
Genres Enacted on Eserve-Pubco Project

Discursive Resources available in institutional contexts
Discursive Resources drawn on in practice during joint project
Figure 2: Shifting Power Relations on Novel Multi-Party Projects

**Conditions:** Novelty leads to genre ambiguity on multi-party project
- Confusion over which genres to enact and how
- Lack of competence or limited guidance in enacting established genres
- Violation of expectations during enactment of established genres

**Actions:** Discursive moves to enact alternative genres on novel multi-party project
Marginalized agents draw on familiar genres from relevant institutional contexts to resolve ambiguity, keep the project moving, and help their party gain intellectual credibility and/or economic control on the project.

**Consequences 1:** Shifting positions on novel multi-party project
- Agent's discursive move hurts their party's credibility and/or control on the project.
- Agent's discursive move helps their party gain credibility and/or control on the project.

**Consequences 2:** Shifting power within organizations
- If agent's discursive move threatens genre expectations within their organization, power relations within their organization are reinforced because their move failed.
- If agent's discursive move conforms to genre expectations within their organization, power relations within their organization are reinforced.
- If agent's discursive move violates genre expectations within their organization, power relations within their organization shift (perhaps temporarily).

Arrows represent process relations among conditions, actions, and consequences and do not constitute necessary or sufficient conditions.
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